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Financial issues of cash flow and liquidity have presented real 
challenges to those undertaking projects in Australia in 2012. 
The voluntary administration of St Hilliers Construction Pty Ltd 
and the liquidation of Reed Constructions Australia Pty Ltd have 
highlighted again the significant stress insolvencies can place 
on the completion of projects on time and on budget for the 
stakeholders involved. The New South Wales Government has 
appointed Bruce Collins QC to inquire into construction industry 
insolvency in NSW and the recently released discussion and issues 
paper examines a number of policy and legislative options that 
would, if implemented, be significant for the industry. 

As it becomes more challenging to complete projects, it is as 
important as ever for parties to have a contractual framework  
that both protects them and reflects the commercial drivers of  
the project. It is equally important for parties to be aware of,  
and to protect, their legal rights during the execution of the 
project. In our 2012 Construction Law Year in Review, we have 
looked at the most important developments that may affect  
your projects. 
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Contractual interpretation and effect

The courts have continued to give guidance to contracting parties 
on the approach they will take to the interpretation of often used 
phrases in clauses in construction contracts and the general approach 
to the interpretation of contracts. 

Last year, we reported on the High Court’s approach to contractual 
interpretation when dismissing an appeal in Jireh International 
Pty Ltd t/as Gloria Jean’s Coffee v Western Exports Services Inc that 
reiterated that a court’s job when interpreting a contract should 
start with the contractual document and only in situations of 
absurdity or ambiguity should it look to evidence of the surrounding 
circumstances. That strong message from the High Court has been 
heeded in 2012 as the courts have grappled with difficult issues 
of contractual interpretation in Thiess v Arup and Current Images v 
Dupak. The decisions reported this year have also served to remind 
parties of the dangers of utilising letters of intent with the English 
decision of RTS Flexible Systems Limited v Molkerei. 

The complexity of EOT clauses and how they are drafted to protect a 
principal’s ability to recover liquidated damages was examined again 
in the West Australian decision of Spiers Earthworks. The decision 
in Redline Contracting has reinforced the courts’ approach to giving 
effect to the commercial risk allocation inherent in the provision of an 
on demand performance security. 

The cases reiterate more than ever the importance of ensuing that 
your contractual drafting reflects the commercial intent of the parties, 
taking into account guidance given by the courts in previous decisions.

Security of payment legislation

The security of payment legislation continues to be fertile ground 
for case law. The usual health warning stands: the differences in the 
legislation between each state can be important in assessing the 
impact a decision may have on your project. 

The Western Australian decision in Cape Range has given further 
guidance as to when an adjudication determination can be challenged 
under that state’s legislation. Similarly, both the New South Wales 
decision of Edelbrand and the Queensland decision of Dart Holdings 
provide guidance as to when the jurisdiction of the Act is enlivened. 
In Dart Holdings, the court confirmed that unlicensed building work 
cannot be the subject of a valid claim for payment under Queensland 
security of payment legislation. Concurrently with heightened 
concerns about liquidity and insolvency in the industry, two cases, the 
Queensland decision in T & M Buckley and the Victorian decision of 470 
St Kilda Road, have considered whether the contractual precondition 
of the contractor providing a statutory declaration that it has paid its 
subcontractors was valid.
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Arbitration, expert determination and  
dispute resolution 

Most construction contracts provide for parties to go through certain 
dispute resolution steps before a dispute can be litigated or referred 
to arbitration. The decision in Downer EDI Mining reiterates that 
courts will prevent a party commencing litigation or arbitration if 
parties have not gone through the necessary mandated steps,  
such as meeting to try and resolve the dispute. 

One of the key benefits of arbitration is the ability to enforce an 
arbitral award in jurisdictions that have signed up to the New York 
Convention. In Traxys Europe SA, the Federal Court of Australia 
enforced a foreign arbitral award made in England, notwithstanding 
the alleged absence of assets in Australia and proceedings in India to 
set aside the award. That decision confirms, in the words of Justice 
Forster, the pro-enforcement bias in the Commonwealth International 
Arbitration Act. Where parties have agreed to international 
arbitration, the English case of Sulanerica is a reminder that, in 
addition to specifying the substantive law of the contract, the parties 
should consider specifying the law of the arbitration agreement 
to ensure certainty, as differences in national laws can give rise to 
enforceability questions.

The Victorian case of Dura clarified issues for parties considering 
terminating a construction contract, particularly with respect to 
what is required for a valid show cause notice. Often a reason for 
serving a show cause notice and/or terminating a contract is delay in 
the progress of the works and the court provided clear guidance as 
to what will constitute a substantial breach of contract in respect of 
delay where there is an obligation to proceed with the works with due 
expedition and without delay. 

Legislative developments
There has been less legislative change this year than in 2011, and 
less than was expected. Changes canvassed in September 2011 to 
proportionate liability have not yet resulted in draft legislation being 
introduced in any state. This is despite a growing recognition that 
uniform laws are efficient and conducive to economic development.

The reform of Australia’s arbitration regime has continued, with the 
enactment of the new model Commercial Arbitration Act in Western 
Australia. The legislation has still not been introduced in Queensland 
or the ACT. 

The Security of Payment Act in South Australia, flagged in last year’s 
Review, came into force on 10 December 2011 and security of payment 
legislation is now in place in all Australian states and territories. 

One significant development that may lead to legislative reform is 
the New South Wales Government inquiry into insolvency in the 
construction industry (mentioned earlier in this article). A discussion 
and issues paper was released for comment on 12 October 2012 and 
canvasses a number of options for the protection of sub-contractors. 
It remains to be seen how many of the issues canvassed are 
ultimately translated into legislation but the potential impacts could 
be significant if introduced.

Finally, the New South Wales Government has also released updated 
PPP guidelines that affirm the government’s support of the PPP 
model for project procurement.
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Redline Contracting Pty Ltd v MCC Mining (Western Australia) (No 2)

This Federal Court decision is a timely reminder that any intended limit on a party’s recourse to an unconditional undertaking provided as 
security under a construction contract should be clearly expressed in the contract and  
the undertaking itself.1

The facts
Redline Contracting Pty Ltd entered into a contract with MCC Mining 
(Western Australia) Pty Ltd to construct and install three pipelines as 
part of the Sino Iron Project in Western Australia.

A series of disputes arose between Redline and MCC Mining, 
culminating in the termination of the contract before Redline 
achieved practical completion of the works.

Redline had provided security to MCC Mining, under the contract, by 
putting up four undertakings to pay unconditionally, up to a prescribed 
maximum amount required by MCC Mining. Relevantly, clause 5.2 of 
the contract provided:

5.2  Recourse

Security shall be subject to recourse by a party who remains unpaid after 
the time for payment where at least 5 days have elapsed since that party 
notified the other party of an intention to have recourse.

MCC Mining sent Redline notices of intention to call on a portion of 
the undertakings that Redline provided, in relation to a claim for two 
liquidated sums.

The Federal Court dismissed Redline’s application for an injunction 
to restrain MCC Mining from calling upon the unconditional 
undertakings and those amounts were paid to MCC Mining.

MCC Mining subsequently sent Redline a notice of demand stating 
its intention to have immediate recourse to the remaining amount 
provided under the undertakings in respect of claims for unliquidated 
damages it had allegedly suffered due to Redline’s alleged breach of 
the contract, and MCC Mining’s termination of the contract pursuant 
to that alleged breach.

Redline applied for an interlocutory injunction, seeking to restrain 
MCC Mining from calling upon the full amount of the unconditional 
undertakings.

The dispute
In the Federal Court, Justice Siopis was asked to consider whether 
there was a serious question to be tried by a trial court that:

•	 clause 5.2 of the contract contained an implied negative stipulation 
preventing MCC Mining from calling on the undertakings; or

•	 MCC Mining’s attempts to call on the undertakings were 
unconscionable conduct, in contravention of section 51AA of the 
Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth) (now s20 of the Australian Consumer 
Law, contained at Schedule 2 to the Competition and Consumer Act 
2010 (Cth)).

The decision
ultimately, his Honour found that Redline had failed to demonstrate 
a sufficient likelihood of success at trial on either issue and dismissed 
its application.

Implied negative stipulation

Redline submitted that MCC Mining was not entitled to have recourse 
to the security under clause 5.2 of the contract for its disputed claims 
for unliquidated damages, because the words ‘time for payment’, 
in the context of clause 5.2 of the contract, were to be construed as 
referring to the payment of a sum that is ‘due and payable’. Redline 
submitted that the time for payment of any such damages would 
not arise until there is a judgment in favour of MCC Mining or an 
agreement with Redline.

In contrast, MCC Mining contended that the commercial purpose of 
clause 5.2 was to make provision for the allocation of risk between 

1  [2011] FCA 1337.
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MCC Mining and Redline as to which party would be out-of-pocket 
pending the resolution of any dispute.

His Honour held that MCC Mining’s recourse to the security was not 
expressed to be conditional (under the terms of the contract or the 
undertakings) upon an undisputed amount being due and payable by 
Redline. It was sufficient that MCC Mining held a bona fide belief that 
it had such a claim. Accordingly, as more than five days had passed 
since the time for payment specified in MCC Mining’s notice to 
Redline of its intention to have immediate recourse to the full amount 
of the undertakings, Justice Siopis found it was likely that a trial court 
would find that the conditions specified for recourse to the security 
under clause 5.2 of the contract had been satisfied.

Unconscionable conduct

In addition, Redline argued that MCC Mining’s attempt to have resort 
to the security was unconscionable conduct in contravention of 
s51AA of the Trade Practices Act.

In rejecting this argument, his Honour cited the Full Court of the 
Federal Court’s finding in Clough Engineering2  that the commercial 
purpose of unconditional bank undertakings (as being equivalent 
to cash) meant that there was little, if any, scope for the application 
of equitable doctrines of unconscionable conduct to restrain the 
exercise by a party of its legal rights under such guarantees. His 
Honour also noted that it was open to Redline, during the preparation 
of the contract, to protect itself from the effects of earlier decisions, 
such as Clough Engineering, by expressly and unequivocally limiting 
the circumstances in which the unconditional undertakings could be 
called upon in the contract.

Practical implications
When drafting security clauses in a construction contract, careful 
consideration needs to be given to the risk intended to be secured by 
the provision of an unconditional undertaking. If the undertaking is 
intended to be provided for the limited purpose of protecting against 
insolvency in respect of an undisputed claim to damages for breach of 
contract, this needs to be clearly stated in the contract and preferably 
the undertaking as well.

2 Clough Engineering Ltd v Oil and Natural Gas Corporation Ltd (2008) 249 ALR 458.
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RTS Flexible Systems Limited v Molkerei Alois Müller GmbH & Co KG

This united Kingdom Supreme Court decision highlighted the perils of the all-too-common commercial practice of commencing work  
on a project without formally agreeing the precise basis upon which it is to be done, through a letter of intent. A letter of intent can  
be a dangerous liaison.3

The facts
The respondent, RTS Flexible Systems Limited, specialised in the 
supply of automated machines for packaging and product handling 
in the food industry. The appellant, Molkerei Alois Müller GmbH & 
Company KG, is a well-known European dairy company. 

In 2004, RTS produced a range of quotations to supply Müller with 
automated machines for collating and flow wrapping multi-packs 
of different flavoured yogurt pots. The last of these, ‘Quotation J’, 
included a pricing schedule specifying a fixed price and detailing the 
work scope to be carried out by September 2005. It also provided for 
liquidated damages of 0.5 per cent of the fixed price if the equipment 
site acceptance test was delayed from the agreed program date and 
the delay was entirely the fault of RTS. 

In order to meet the projected timeframes, RTS agreed to commence 
work on the basis of a letter of intent (LOI) dated 21 February 2005 
from Müller to RTS. In the LOI, Müller expressed its wish to ‘proceed 
with the project as set out in [Quotation J] subject to the following 
terms’ which included (i) the fixed price, (ii) that RTS would commence 
all work required in order to meet Müller’s deadline for full production 
of 30 September 2005, and (iii) that the full contractual terms would 
be based on Müller’s amended form of ‘MF/1 Contract’, which would 
be finalised, agreed and signed within four weeks of the LOI date. The 
MF/1 Contract was a standard form contract that included, among 
other things, a limitation of liability clause (in RTS’s favour) and a 
clause stating that the contract would not become effective until 
each party had exchanged its signed counterpart. 

With only the LOI in place, RTS commenced work and subsequently 
issued invoices to Müller claiming specific percentages of the fixed 
price. Accordingly, Müller paid RTS 30 per cent of the fixed price on or 
about 28 April 2005, a further 30 per cent in September 2005 and 10 
per cent in January 2006. 

The dispute
Despite the LOI expressly providing that a final contract would 
be entered into within four weeks of its date, no such contract 
eventuated and the LOI expired. A dispute subsequently arose 
concerning alleged defective equipment delivered from RTS to 
Müller. RTS issued proceedings seeking payment for the work it 
had performed from Müller, who counterclaimed for losses arising 
from the defective production line. At the heart of that dispute lay 
the question as to whether a binding agreement had been reached 
between the parties and, if so, on what terms.

The decision
On an objective assessment of the parties’ intentions, the Supreme 
Court unanimously found that a binding contract had been reached 
on wide terms, which included the MF/1 Contract provisions. In 
arriving at that decision, Lord Clarke summarised the applicable 
general principles for establishing whether a binding contract exists:

The general principles are not in doubt. Whether there is a binding contract 
between the parties and, if so, upon what terms depends upon what they 
have agreed. It depends not upon their subjective state of mind, but upon 
a consideration of what was communicated between them by words or 
conduct, and whether that leads objectively to a conclusion that they 
intended to create legal relations and had agreed upon all the terms which 
they regarded or the law requires as essential for the formation of legally 
binding relations.

3 [2010] uKSC 14.
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In determining the extent to which a contract was formed on terms 
so wide as to include the MF/1 Contract provisions, the Supreme 
Court examined (i) whether the parties departed from the original 
understanding that any formal agreement was subject to contract, 
and (ii) whether the parties intended to be bound by what was agreed 
or by any further terms which they regarded as essential or which 
were essential in order for the contract to be legally enforceable. 
Answering these two questions, the Supreme Court concluded that:

•	 the parties had agreed on all essential terms by July 2005, including 
‘to all intents and purposes’ those in the MF/1 Contract; and

•	 through communication and conduct, the clear inference was that 
the parties had waived the ‘subject to contract’ clause in the MF/1 
Contract. 

Practical implications
The decision provides a clear message to contracting parties of the 
dangers of using letters of intent and commencing work without 
a formal contract. As was apparent in the case, any failure to agree 
and formally document terms before work commences may lead to 
unintended contractual obligations and liabilities. 

The all-too-common practice of adopting letters of intent should 
therefore be carefully scrutinised. They should only be used in very 
limited circumstances and only upon very clear terms as to the scope 
of works, their duration and chief obligations of the parties (including 
price and payment). If a letter of intent expires, it should be expressly 
extended as necessary or the contractor should stop any further 
works until a formalised contract is entered into. 

While the case does not create new law per se, it does provide 
a useful restatement of some relevant key principles4, as well 
as confirming that parties can, through their conduct and 
communications, waive ‘subject to contract’ provisions. Of itself,  
the very fact that eminent judges of the English High Court, the 
Court of Appeal and, finally, the Supreme Court arrived at competing 
opinions ought to serve as sufficient enough warning that 
commencing work without first entering into a formal contract is 
potentially perilous. As Lord Clarke appropriately summed it up,  
‘the moral of the story is to agree first and start work later’.

4 Including ‘the reasonable, honest businessman’ test per Lord Justice Steyn’s dictum in G Percy Trentham Limited Ltd v Archital Luxfer Ltd [1993] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 25.
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Spiers Earthworks Pty Ltd v Landtec Projects Corporation Pty Ltd (No 2)

This case provides guidance as to the factors required to successfully enforce liquidated damages and time bar provisions included in 
contractual provisions.5

The facts
The respondent (the developer) obtained conditional approval for 
subdivision of a parcel of land from the Western Australian Planning 
Commission and the local shire. The development approval was 
conditional on the developer fully constructing and sealing a 1.2 km 
stretch of road, referred to as Curtis Lane. 

The developer and the appellant (the contractor) executed a contract 
on 21 February 2005 to carry out works on the land, including works 
for constructing and sealing 313m of Curtis Lane. This contract 
incorporated the general conditions of AS2124-1986. The date for 
practical completion under the contract was 10 May 2005. Practical 
completion, however, was not achieved by the contractor until 26 July 
2005. The contract provided that liquidated damages at the rate of 
$13,846 per week were payable by the contractor if the works were 
not completed by the date for practical completion. The developer 
claimed liquidated damages for the period from 10 May 2005 to  
26 July 2005.

Clause 35.5 of the contract provided for extensions of time (EOT) 
to the date of practical completion on the satisfaction of certain 
conditions, which included notice of the claim being provided. Clause 
35.5 also provided a discretion to the superintendent to extend time 
at will; however, any failure by the superintendent to exercise this 
discretion did not result in time being set at large. The contractor 
failed to give notice of any delay. The contractor claimed it was 
prevented from reaching practical completion as a consequence  
of a variety of reasons, including the principal’s acts of prevention. 
The developer rejected the contractor’s claims for EOTs, as it failed  
to give notice of its delay as required under the contract. 

The dispute
At first instance in the Western Australian District Court, the 
contractor argued that the liquidated damages were a penalty  
and therefore unenforceable and that the developer was estopped 
from relying upon the notice provisions for EOTs under the contract. 
The court held that the liquidated damages clause was not a penalty; 
however, the trial judge ordered the date for practical completion be 
extended by 42 days to 17 June 2005.

The contractor appealed the decision to the Western Australian 
Supreme Court of Appeal and the developer cross appealed. 

The decision

The liquidated damages 

The court held that the liquidated damages clause was unenforceable 
because it was a penalty rather than an genuine pre-estimate of the 
damages that could potentially flow to the developer from a delay in 
practical completion. The question as to whether a sum specified for 
liquidated damages is a penalty is to be determined as at the time the 
contract is made and the sum will be a penalty if it is an extravagant 
and unconscionable amount in comparison to the developer’s 
greatest likely loss.  

At the time the first contract was executed, the development 
approvals required Curtis Lane to be constructed and sealed and 
the developer had made no arrangements for the remaining 887m 
of Curtis Lane to be completed. Sales of the land could not occur 
until the developer had complied with these development approval 
conditions, which had not been scheduled to occur before the date 
for practical completion.

 5 [2012] WASCA 53.
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The court held that the liquidated damages clause could not be 
characterised as a genuine pre-estimate of the developer’s damages, 
as delay to practical completion of the first contract was incapable of 
causing financial loss to the developer, as he could not sell the land until 
the development approval conditions were satisfied. The developer 
had not engaged a contractor to construct the remaining 887m of 
Curtis Lane and demonstrated no intention of engaging a contractor 
to complete these works before the date for practical completion. 
Therefore, the sum stipulated for liquidated damages was extravagant 
in comparison to the developer’s likely loss and was a penalty.

The EOT notice provisions

The court in obiter considered the impact of the prevention principle 
on claims for EOTs where a precondition to submitting claims for delay 
required the contractor to notify its claim within a specified period. 

The prevention principle mandates that a party cannot insist on the 
performance of a contractual obligation by the other party if it itself 
is the cause of the other party’s non-performance. The prevention 
principle will apply to delays caused by the principal’s breach of 
contract and to other acts of the principal that are not breaches 
of contract, but prevent the contractor completing the works by 
the date for practical completion, such as variations. Further, the 
prevention principle will not apply to delays that are not caused by 
the act or default of the principal. If a contract does not provide a 
mechanism for extending the date for practical completion for delays 
caused by the principal’s acts of prevention, then there is no date 
from which liquidated damages may accrue and the contractor need 
only complete the works within a reasonable time. 

The court acknowledged the conflicting Australian authority on the 
consequence of a contractor’s failure to comply with contractual 
notice requirements as a ground for rejecting delay claims. In the 
Turner6 cases, the NSW Supreme Court held that the prevention 
principle does not apply where the contractor fails to satisfy a notice 
condition precedent to an EOT. A contrary conclusion was later 
reached by the NT Supreme Court in Gaymark7, where the court 
held that the prevention principle was triggered where a contractor 
is not entitled to an EOT due to its failure to give notice, unless the 
superintendent had discretionary power to extend time at will. 
Following Gaymark, the NSW Court of Appeal in Peninsula Balmain 
upheld the Turner cases finding a contractor’s failure to make a 
claim within time precludes an EOT, even if the delay is caused by 
principal’s preventative acts. However, the court in Peninsula Balmain 
further held that the power of the superintendent to extend time at 
will is for the benefit of both the principal and contractor, and the 
superintendent is under a duty to consider whether to extend time 
even where the contractor is otherwise not entitled to make a claim.

After considering the conflicting authority, the WA Supreme Court 
rejected the contractor’s claim that the prevention principle was 
enlivened and time was set at large. The court held the contractor’s 
argument ignored the specific wording of clause 35.5, which provided 
that failure by the superintendent to exercise its discretion to grant an 
EOT does not set time at large. The court held that the effect of clause 
35.5 is that if a court or arbitrator holds that the superintendent 
should have exercised its discretion to grant an EOT, the principal will 
be prevented from claiming liquidated damages relating to this delay 
but time will not be set at large. On this basis, the court held that the 
developer was not entitled to liquidated damages relating to the 42 
days for which the contractor should have been granted an EOT.

6 Turner Corporation Ltd v (in liq) Co-ordinated Industries Pty Ltd (1994) 11 bCL 202; Turner Corporation Ltd v Co-ordinated Industries Pty Ltd [1995] NSWCA 476 and Turner 
Corporation Ltd (rec and mgr apptd) v Austotel Pty Ltd (1994) 13 bCL 378.

7 Gaymark Investments Pty Ltd v Walter Construction Group Pty Ltd [1999] NTSC 143.
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Practical implications
To ensure the enforcement of liquidated damages provisions, 
principals should confirm that any sum listed in contracts for 
liquidated damages clearly corresponds to their likely loss arising from 
delay to the date of practical completion. Principals should be aware 
that, if conditions exist that are required to be satisfied before the 
principal’s damages arising from the delay to practical completion 
can accrue, courts will be likely to find such amounts specified as 
liquidated damages in contracts for this delay are penalties.

The Australian authorities regarding the enforcement of time bar 
provisions in circumstances where claims for EOTs are made arising 
from principal caused delay are not settled. While the court’s 
comments in Spiers were made in obiter from the case law to date, 
the best method to enforce notice provisions as pre-conditions 
to entitlement to EOTs for principal caused delay is to draft these 
clauses to include: a discretion to the superintendent to extend time 
at will; to stipulate that this discretion does not have to be exercised 
reasonably, fairly or for the benefit of the contractor including where 
the contractor has failed to submit all notices required under the 
contract; and to state that any failure by the superintendent to 
exercise its discretion, or failure to exercise it in a certain way, will not 
result in time under the contract being set at large. 
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Current Images Pty Limited v Dupack Pty Limited 

This case reinforces the principle that a court will apply a strict interpretation when construing contracts. In the absence of any ambiguity, the 
court will rely on the actual words of a contract rather than considering the intent of the parties or the surrounding circumstances at the time.8

The facts
The appellant, Current Images Pty Limited, and Dupack Pty Limited 
executed purchase and maintenance agreements in relation to a 
printing press. Current Images sought to terminate these agreements 
and sue for damages for breach of contract, after Dupack failed to 
meet its obligations to pay a 10 per cent deposit and be in a position 
to take delivery of the printing press. 

The purchase and maintenance agreements were negotiated and 
executed at a printing industry exhibition where Dupack also made 
available an initial proposal letter containing special pricing incentives 
for the printing press. The pricing conditions in the proposal letter 
stated that a refundable 5 per cent deposit was to be paid within 
14 days after the end of the exhibition and that a binding purchase 
contract was to be executed following finance being obtained,  
by 15 July 2008. 

Dupack argued that the pricing conditions from the proposal letter 
had been expressly incorporated into the purchase and maintenance 
agreements by statements in those agreements that they included 
all pricing incentives and conditions as per the proposal letter. On 
this basis, Dupack argued that no contract for purchase of the press 
had been formed, as Dupack did not pay a deposit and was unable to 
secure finance by 15 July 2008, as required under the proposal letter. 

The dispute
The case was heard at first instance in the District Court where the 
primary judge held that the purchase and maintenance agreements 
expressly incorporated the pricing conditions in the proposal 
letter. Her Honour concluded that, since no deposit had been paid, 
no contract existed. The court’s determination was made on the 
basis of the parties’ conduct both before and after the execution 
of the purchase agreement, which her Honour held supported her 
construction of the agreements. 

Current Images appealed the decision on the grounds that the trial judge 
erred in having regard to post-contractual conduct when construing the 
parties’ agreement and incorrectly incorporated the pricing conditions 
contained in the proposal letter into the purchase agreement. 

The decision
Current Images was successful in its appeal. The NSW Supreme Court 
of Appeal overturned the decision of the primary judge and ordered 
that Dupack pay Current Images damages. 

Chief Justice bathurst found that the primary judge erred by taking 
into account post-contractual conduct in the construction of the 
purchase agreement and relying upon the subjective intention of 
the parties before and after the signing of the agreements. The 
court confirmed that, where ambiguity exists, it is permissible to 
consider the surrounding circumstances objectively known to the 
parties at the time of entering into an agreement (but not including 
prior negotiations except to the extent that they throw light on the 
surrounding circumstances) but this does not permit the contract 
to be construed by reference to the parties’ conduct following the 
execution of the contract. 

8 [2012] NSWCA 99.
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The court held that, notwithstanding the term of the purchase 
agreement which provided that the agreement included ‘all 
incentives and pricing conditions contained in the proposal letter’, 
these obligations were not entirely incorporated into the purchase 
agreement. To give this term its literal meaning would have resulted 
in a meaning that was absurd. Instead, the court construed the term 
such that the prices and conditions contained in the proposal letter 
were not incorporated into the purchase agreement, as these prices 
and conditions were inconsistent and directly conflicted with the 
express terms of the purchase agreement and would result in an 
agreement of little commercial sense. However, the court permitted 
the incorporation of the benefits and incentives contained in the 
proposal letter into the purchase agreement.

Practical implications
This case confirms the recent trend, following the New South Wales 
Court of Appeal and subsequent appeal to the High Court of Australia 
in the Jireh International Pty Ltd t/as Gloria Jean’s Coffee v Western 
Export Services Inc & Ors cases9, that the courts will follow Codelfa10 and 
apply a strict interpretation when construing contracts. Further, in the 
absence of any clear ambiguity or allegations of rectification, the court 
will prefer a contractual interpretation that applies the actual words 
of the contract rather than one that considers the intent of the parties 
or the surrounding circumstances. It is important that parties are 
aware that they will be held to the words of their bargain as recorded 
in the terms of their contracts and that care is taken to ensure these 
contractual terms clearly reflect the parties’ agreement.

This decision also highlights the importance of ensuring that,  
where parties seek to incorporate the terms of an earlier document 
or proposal into a later agreement, the terms incorporated must be 
consistent with the express terms of the later agreement. Where the 
terms are inconsistent, the parties are likely to be left with an issue 
ripe for dispute. Where a court is faced with ascertaining what is the 
contract in a situation where there is direct conflict between the terms 
such that a literal interpretation would result in an absurd outcome,  
the court will favour an interpretation that makes commercial sense 
and may find that the contract contains only some of the provisions  
of the competing documents.

9 Western Export Services Inc & Ors v Jireh International Pty Ltd t/as Gloria Jean’s Coffee [2011] HCA 45; Jireh International Pty Ltd t/as Gloria Jean’s Coffee v Western Exports Services Inc & Ors [2011] 
NSWCA 137.

10 Codelfa Construction Pty Ltd v Rail State Authority of New South Wales (1982) 149 CLR 337.
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Thiess Pty Ltd & Anor v Arup Pty Ltd & Ors 

This case provides practical guidance on the drafting and interpretation of a reimbursement for actual costs provision in a collaborative 
consultancy agreement and highlights the importance of clearly drafting the basis for an entitlement to claim under these clauses.11  
The court also considered the issue of contract rectification and held that the parties’ subjective intention may be relevant when  
determining whether a common intention exists for the purposes of a rectification claim.

The facts
A collaborative consultancy agreement (CCA) was entered into 
between Thiess Pty Ltd and John Holland Pty Ltd (TJH) and Parsons 
brinckerhoff Australia Pty Ltd and Arup Pty Ltd (PBA) under which 
PbA were engaged as consultants for the design of the Airport 
Link, Northern busway and East-West Arterial Gateway Projects 
in brisbane. The CCA included provisions that entitled PbA to be 
reimbursed at actual cost subject to audit.

The dispute
The appointed collaborative agreement auditor (the auditor) sought 
access to documents from PbA. According to TJH, certain documents 
were sought on the basis that payment multipliers in the CCA were 
not fixed and were subject to an audit. PbA contended that these 
multipliers were fixed and that its entitlement to actual costs was as 
set out in the CCA.

A dispute arose about the proper interpretation of the CCA provisions 
and the parties made the following claims:

•	 PbA claimed the terms of the CCA governed its entitlement to 
compensation and that these terms did not set out how payment 
would be calculated on account with PbA’s final entitlements to be 
determined after an audit (the contractual interpretation claim); 

•	 in the alternative, PbA argued that the CCA should be rectified on 
the basis that there was a common intention that the multipliers 
were fixed and were not subject to an audit (the alternative 
rectification claim); and

•	 TJH claimed PbA engaged in misleading and deceptive conduct 
by failing to disclose that there had been no examination of PbA’s 
financial records to determine whether the application of the 
multipliers provided a payment figure no greater than the actual 
costs incurred (the misleading and deceptive conduct claim).

The decision

Contractual interpretation claim

The court interpreted the terms of the contract by considering the 
express words and structure of the relevant clauses in the CCA, 
as chosen by the parties. Further, the court confirmed that the 
proper interpretation of the contract was not determined by simply 
considering what was the most commercially sensible construction.

The court held that the provision providing for PbA to be ‘reimbursed 
at actual cost subject to audit’, when read with the detailed 
provisions in schedule 7 of the CCA that contained the multipliers 
for personnel costs, resulted in an interpretation that the contract 
governed the contractor’s entitlement to reimbursement and did 
not provide for payment on account, subject to audit. Therefore, the 
contract provisions specified and defined PbA’s entitlements and did 
not simply specify the method of calculation of progress payments 
made on account of those entitlements. The court stated that it made 
sense for parties to this type of agreement to define the entitlement 
to compensation in the contract because it is not commercially 
sensible to leave a fundamental point, such as compensation payable, 
undetermined until an audit after the work has been undertaken.

The court indicated that broad-ranging inquiries and dispute 
resolution processes would be required if the definition of actual 
costs incurred and the basis for reimbursement were not both clearly 
set out in the contract. 

 11  [2012] QSC 185.
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Alternative rectification claim

Although the court’s finding in relation to the contractual 
interpretation claim meant that it was unnecessary to determine 
PbA’s alternative rectification claim, the court held in obiter that 
this claim would also have succeeded. This was because the 
communications and conduct of the parties evidenced a common 
intention that the multipliers would be as set out under the CCA 
and were not subject to review by the auditor. In reaching its 
determination, the court provided a useful summary of the principles 
to be considered for contract rectification. These included:

•	 The actual intention of each party and whether they had the 
alleged common intention.

•	 This actual intention must have been disclosed to the other party 
or there must be some outward expression of accord from which 
this intention may be inferred.

•	 Evidence of the parties’ subjective intention may be admissible. 
However, where this subjective intention is inconsistent with  
a parties’ objective intention (as, for example, evidenced from  
their correspondence) their subjective intention is likely to carry 
little weight.

•	 Whether a common intention exists is determined objectively 
having regard to what an objective observer would have thought 
the parties’ intention to be. Further, parties subsequently acting in 
the manner in which the contract is sought to be rectified is strong 
evidence of the parties’ common intention.

Misleading and deceptive conduct claim

The court heard that TJH failed to prove the misleading and deceptive 
conduct claim because the evidence did not suggest that a reasonable 
expectation existed that if there had not been examinations of PbA’s 
financial records, that PbA would have disclosed this fact to TJG. 
Furthermore, the court noted it was significant that TJH neither asked 
PbA to confirm that the examination had taken place, nor asked about 
its outcome.

Practical implications

The court has highlighted that provisions that entitle the 
reimbursement of actual costs need to be clearly drafted. This is 
particularly important for parties to relationship agreements because 
of the reimbursable nature of many alliance and other collaborative 
contracts. In order to reduce the likelihood of disputes, the terms 
in these contracts should not only define what is reimbursable, 
but should also expressly set out the basis for reimbursement and 
whether it is final or ‘on account’. 

Contracting parties should also be aware that the courts will consider 
the parties’ subjective intention (along with, of course, the parties’ 
objective intention) when determining whether a common intention 
exists for the purposes of a rectification claim. Accordingly, parties 
should consider implementing record-keeping and document 
retention procedures to ensure internal communications and external 
correspondence is retained, which may later be required as evidence 
of the parties’ common intention for a rectification claim.

We note that TJH has filed a Notice of Appeal with the Queensland 
Supreme Court, which, at the time of publication, has not been heard.

 



Dura (Aust) Constructions Pty Ltd v Hue Boutique Living Pty Ltd (No 3) 

This case provides practical guidance about the content of show cause notices issued under Australian Standard form contracts and how 
parties should respond to them, and also provides guidance about the admissibility of expert evidence.12

The facts
The principal, Hue boutique Living Pty Ltd, entered into an Australian 
Standard AS 2124–1992 construction contract with Dura (Aust) 
Constructions Pty Ltd, under which Dura was obliged to construct 
a four-level apartment block. Hue served several show cause 
notices which alleged that Dura was in substantial breach of the 
contract, including that Dura had failed to: (a) comply with the 
superintendent’s directions (directions notice); (b) use the standard of 
materials and workmanship required by the contract (defects notice); 
and (c) proceed with the works with due expedition and without 
delay (expedition notice). 

After assessing Dura’s responses to these notices, Hue decided  
that cause had not been shown, took the works out of Dura’s  
hands and appointed another contractor to complete the project. 
Dura argued that the defects notice was invalid because it failed  
to sufficiently specify the details of the alleged defective materials 
and workmanship, and that the directions notice was invalid  
because it did not sufficiently specify how Dura had failed to  
comply with directions.

The decision

Show cause notices

The court held that the show cause notices were valid and that Dura 
had complied with the show cause provisions in AS 2124–1992. The 
court noted that the contract required a principal to expressly identify 
the alleged substantial breach but ‘does not require that the principal 
detail or particularise each matter constituting the default’. The court 
also noted that the purpose of the contract’s show cause process was 
for the principal to convey what is amiss and to allow the contractor 
to show how the relevant problems can be resolved.

Dura also argued that, to be valid, the show cause notices had to 
specify which remedy Hue intended to rely on. The court rejected this 
view, noting that Dura was aware of the specific consequences of not 
showing cause from the relevant contractual provisions. 

Dura complained that the directions and defects notices should have 
attached all referenced documents. The court disagreed and stated 
that identifying documents by reference was sufficient to convey what 
was amiss, even if copies were not attached to the show cause notices. 
In this regard, the court stated that it was ‘both reasonable, and 
acceptable, for Hue to expect that Dura would have ready access to the 
referenced documents or, if it did not, that it would request copies’.

Dura argued that the expedition notice was invalid because the 
date for practical completion in the notice was incorrect, owing to 
some delays having been caused by events for which Dura was not 
responsible. The court rejected this view. 

 12 [2012] VSC 99.
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The court noted that the focus of an alleged substantial breach for 
delay is on the rate of progress of the construction activities, not the 
completion date. The court indicated that the appropriate inquiry was 
whether the evidence showed a failure to proceed with the work with 
due expedition and without delay, and, if so, whether that failure 
constituted a substantial breach. 

The court stated that an inability to achieve the date for practical 
completion is not necessarily a substantial breach and that failure to 
have an approved construction program is not itself proof of a delay 
in progress. The court noted that a delay may be proved by showing 
a ‘failure to carry out a reasonable task load in a period of time, 
measured by reference to all the work to be performed under the 
contract’, or by ‘establishing a lack of activity on site over a significant 
period that is not satisfactorily explained’. The court noted that 
whether a delay will be a substantial breach depends on whether the 
relevant delay affects critical path activities. In this regard, the court 
indicated that a construction activity that is not on the critical path 
and which is not proceeding with due expedition will not usually 
constitute a substantial breach, whereas, if such an activity is on the 
critical path, a short delay, or want of due expedition may result in 
important time consequences and be a substantial breach. 

The court also stated that a delay will be a substantial breach 
where the critical path is extending and the reason for the delay 
lies contractually at the risk of the contractor. by way of example, 
the court noted that delay will generally be a substantial breach 
where the critical path is extending because the contractor has had 
to rectify defective work. Furthermore, the court noted that Hue 
was not required to demonstrate that Dura had no entitlement to 
extensions of time in order for Hue to be able to validly serve the 
expedition notice. 

The court held that the expedition notice was valid. The court took 
this view for the reasons set out above and because Dura had failed 
to provide an approved construction program, Dura’s resources on 
site were inadequate and because Dura did not contend that it was 
entitled to any further extensions of time.

Dura contended that the contract contained an implied term that 
required Hue to act reasonably in serving its show cause notices and 
in assessing whether Dura had shown cause. The court rejected this 
position, noting that in Victoria no general obligation of good faith 
is implied into commercial contracts as a matter of law. The court 
stated that a principal need only make a decision honestly and that 
a decision cannot be set aside because it might be unreasonable or 
because it serves only the principal’s interests. 

The admissibility of expert evidence

both parties relied heavily on expert evidence and the court provided 
some useful guidance about its admissibility. The court noted that 
expert evidence will usually be admissible under the Evidence Act 
2008 (Vic) if the opinion is relevant, based on the expert’s specialised 
knowledge and based on facts that have been, or will be, proved. 

The court did not admit into evidence the report of Dura’s 
programming expert because he did not have the appropriate 
specialised knowledge. The court noted that he had studied 
construction programming at university but had limited experience 
in construction programming for commercial projects and that his 
programming experience was not ‘significant, specialist or substantial’.

The court also did not admit into evidence the report of one of Dura’s 
quantity surveyors that assessed the percentage of works completed 
by Dura. His report did not make clear his assumption that Dura’s 
work contained no defects and otherwise complied with the contract. 
His report also did not caution about the effect that any defective 
or non-compliant work would have on his percentage complete 
figures. The court found that his statement of methodology was 
unsatisfactory because, during a site inspection, the expert, for the 
most part, merely accepted the completion figures prepared by Dura. 
These matters led the court to conclude that he had not adequately 
identified his methodology and that his reasoning was not 
transparent, which adversely affected the reliability of his assessment 
in the eyes of the court.
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The court also did not admit into evidence the report of another 
quantity surveyor called by Dura because his evidence was ‘not 
an independent, impartial, or informed assessment of quantity 
surveying issues.’ The court indicated a concern that, despite having 
received the contract and specifications, he worked from pre-contract 
drawings in circumstances where those drawings arguably favoured 
Dura. The court also stated that the concluding opinion in his report 
‘was an inappropriate expression of reactions like “amazement” and 
of speculative belief in Hue’s improper motives.’ The court’s view was 
that his opinions amounted to ‘nothing more than a combination of 
speculation, inference and personal views dressed up with specious 
authority’.

Practical implications
There is no need for show cause notices issued under AS 2124–1992 
and other Australian Standard form contracts to specify the 
particulars of each substantial breach. Nonetheless, parties should 
ensure their show cause notices effectively communicate what is 
amiss such that the other party can show how the relevant problems 
can be resolved.

Parties seeking to engage expert witnesses should ensure the expert 
has sufficient expertise in the relevant field. Expert witnesses should 
exercise their own independent enquiries and ensure that their 
assumptions and methodologies are clearly set out in their reports. 
Failure to do these things may result in their reports not being 
admitted into evidence. 
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Andrews v Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited 

This case confirms that the penalty doctrine remains within the equitable jurisdiction of the court and its application is not limited to payments 
that arise upon a breach of contract.13

The facts
A representative action was brought in the Federal Court by 
customers of Australia and New Zealand banking Group Limited 
(ANZ) which, among other things, sought a declaration that certain 
provisions in some of the ANZ’s customer contracts were void and 
unenforceable as penalties. The customers also claimed that they 
were entitled to repayment of fees charged to them under those 
provisions.  The Federal Court found that certain fees were not 
penalties because they did not involve a breach of contract.  The 
customers subsequently applied for leave to appeal to the Full Court 
of the Federal Court and grounds one to four of their notice of appeal 
concerned ‘the nature and scope of the jurisdiction to relieve against 
penalties and the question whether relief is available only after the 
penalty is imposed upon a breach of contract’ (the penalty grounds).  
The customers then applied for that appeal to be removed directly 
to the High Court because, on the current line of authorities, they 
couldn’t be successful before the Full Federal Court.  

The removal application was granted and the customers appealed to 
the High Court challenging the finding of the primary judge that the 
penalty doctrine was limited to circumstances that arise from breach 
of contract. 

The decision
The court granted the customers leave to appeal upon the penalty 
grounds and held that the fact that the ‘fees were not charged by 
the [ANZ] upon breach of contract by its customers and that the 
customers had no responsibility or obligation to avoid the occurrence 
of events upon which these fees were charged, do not render the 
fees incapable of characterisation as penalties.’  This is a significant 
departure from a long line of authorities including the recent decision 
of the New South Wales Court of Appeal in Interstar Wholesale 
Finance Pty Ltd v Integral Home Loans Pty Ltd14, which the primary 
judge had followed in finding that the penalty doctrine did not apply.  

In describing the general application of the penalty doctrine, the High 
Court stated that:

In general terms, a stipulation prima facie imposes a penalty on a party 
(“the first party”) if, as a matter of substance, it is collateral (or accessory) 
to a primary stipulation in favour of a second party and this collateral 
stipulation, upon the failure of the primary stipulation, imposes upon 
the first party an additional detriment, the penalty, to the benefit of 
the second party.  In that sense, the collateral or accessory stipulation is 
described as being in the nature of a security for and in terrorem of the 
satisfaction of the primary stipulation. If compensation can be made 
to the second party for the prejudice suffered by failure of the primary 
stipulation, the collateral stipulation and the penalty are enforced only to 
the extent of that compensation.  The first party is relieved to that degree 
form liability to satisfy the collateral stipulation.

13 [2012] HCA 30.

14 (2008) 257 ALR 292.
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While the court noted a distinction between a stipulation attracting 
the penalty doctrine with one giving rise consensually to additional 
rights as considered by their Honours, Justice Jacobs and Justice 
Holmes in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pty Ltd v Greenham15, it was 
emphasised that the question of whether the penalty doctrine 
applied to the relevant fees, as submitted by the applicant, was a 
matter to be determined by the trial judge.  

In considering the House of Lords decision in Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre 
Co Ltd v New Garage and Motor Co Ltd16, the court also confirmed that 
the penalty doctrine retained its identity as an equitable doctrine, 
despite the court’s unified administration, in a modern context, of 
law and equity. 

Practical implications
The equitable jurisdiction of the courts to intervene to provide relief 
against penalties has been confirmed to be wider than that identified 
in the Interstar decision. In particular, parties should be aware that the 
doctrine of penalties can apply in circumstances other than where a 
payment arises upon a breach of contract. 

This amplification of the court’s equitable jurisdiction is likely to have 
consequences for parties to commercial contracts, especially those 
that have been drafted on the basis of the Interstar decision.  

In a construction law context, the penalty doctrine is sometimes 
invoked by parties seeking relief from liquidated damages provisions. 
It is recognised that, in practice, these actions are rarely successful – 
for the most part, parties entering into a construction contract are 
well versed on the need for the liquidated damages to represent a 
genuine pre-estimate of any loss or damage suffered so as to avoid 
such attack. Following the High Court’s ruling in the ANZ case, parties 
should consider whether the imposition of other fees or payments 
in their contracts, as a matter of substance, could give rise to similar 
challenges under the penalty doctrine. 

15 [1966] 2 NSWR 717.  

16 [1915] AC 79.
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Alstom Ltd v Yokogawa Australia Pty Ltd & Anor (No 7)

This case further clarifies the scope of what is meant by ‘consequential loss’ in an Australian context and what is meant by the implied 
obligation of good faith, and when it arises.17

The facts

The owners of a power station, Flinders Power Partnership (FPP), 
entered into a contract for its refurbishment with Alstom Power 
Limited (Alstom) as head contractor. Alstom subcontracted the 
electrical, control and instrumentation (EC&I) works associated with 
the refurbishment project to a joint venture comprising Yokogawa 
Australia Pty Ltd and Downer EDI Engineering Pty Ltd (Yokogawa). 

Delays and completion issues arose under the head contract between 
FPP and Alstom, leading to FPP withholding a sum of the contract 
price on account of liquidated damages. A settlement agreement 
was negotiated between FPP and Alstom, under which Alstom 
paid certain amounts to FPP. Alstom then proceeded with claims 
against Yokogawa arising out of delay to completion and other 
alleged breaches, including for the recovery of the amounts paid to 
FPP. Yokogawa also cross-claimed against Alstom, alleging various 
breaches of contract and contractual entitlements.

The dispute
The decision covers many complex issues and runs to more than 400 
pages. We have highlighted below two of the more interesting issues 
dealt with by the court.

Exclusion of consequential loss
Alstom submitted that most of the delay and completion issues were 
attributable to Yokogawa and claimed liquidated damages and other 
amounts under the terms of the EC&I contract. It also claimed from 
Yokogawa general damages for breaches of the EC&I contract and in 
tort. The EC&I contract contained in its special conditions a provision 
limiting/excluding Yokogawa’s liability, in the following terms: 
‘Notwithstanding any other Article…..the Subcontractor shall not be 
liable for any indirect, economic or consequential loss whatsoever’.  
The court was required to consider the scope of this ‘consequential 

loss’ exclusion clause and its implications for Alstom’s claims.

Implied obligation of good faith
In its response to Alstom’s claims, Yokogawa submitted Alstom 
did not do everything necessary to ensure that it could perform 
its obligations under the EC&I contract and, as a result, breached 
certain implied obligations, including an implied obligation to act 
in good faith. In particular, it asserted that Alstom failed to provide 
information that prevented it from creating and updating an 
effective project work program for its works under the EC&I contract. 
Yokogawa also asserted that, because of this lack of information, it 
was unable to comply with the terms of the EC&I contract in relation 
to making claims for extension of time because it lacked knowledge 
of the true critical path affecting delays to the project. Alstom had 
rejected all of Yokogawa’s EOT claims, predominantly on the basis of 
a lack of compliance with the regime for such claims required to be 
followed under the EC&I contract provisions.

17 [2012] SASC 49
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The decision

Exclusion of consequential loss
Justice bleby considered the expression ‘consequential loss’ to be one 
of very wide import that would extend to all damages suffered as a 
consequence of a breach of contract, unless the words are qualified 
by their context. In doing so, he rejected the approach taken by 
previous English decisions that had equated the phrase ‘consequential 
loss’ with losses covered by the second ‘special damages’ limb of 
Hadley v baxendale. His Honour preferred the approach taken by 
the Victorian Court of Appeal in the 2008 decision of Environmental 
Systems v Peerless, which relied on the natural and ordinary meaning 
of the words having regard to their context.  

In the context of the EC&I contract, Justice bleby considered the 
exclusion clause effectively operated to limit Alstom’s available 
remedies to losses specifically contemplated by the express terms of 
the EC&I contract and excluded all others. This meant Alstom was 
able to pursue recovery for its claims based on the express clauses of 
the EC&I contract, including those dealing with liquidated damages, 
but not other claims for general damages for breach.

Implied obligation of good faith
Justice bleby referred to numerous decisions that looked at when a 
duty of good faith in the performance of obligations, and the exercise 
of rights, may be implied in commercial contracts (see, for example, 
Alcatel Australia v Scarcella; Burger King Corporation v Hungry Jacks; 
GEC Marconi Systems v BHP Information Technology). Notably, the 
High Court has not definitively ruled upon these issues and they can 
often arise for consideration in important circumstances, such as 
termination.

His Honour also referred to a well-known paper by Sir Anthony Mason 
(which was also referred to in those previous cases) that refers to 
three related notions embraced by the concept of ‘good faith’, being:

•	 an obligation on the parties to cooperate in achieving the 
contractual objects (loyalty to the promise itself);

•	 compliance with honest standards of conduct; and 

•	 compliance with standards of conduct that are reasonable having 
regard to the interest of the parties. 

In Justice belby’s view, a duty of good faith is to be implied into every 
commercial contract (this was despite doubts expressed in some 
earlier cases that it was to be implied as a universal term). His Honour, 
in part, qualified his view by stating that ‘even if the term were not 
to be implied universally, this contract is one example of the type of 
contract where it must be implied’. In this case, he noted that the 
complexity and interdependencies of the project demanded a high 
degree of cooperation and reliance upon the good faith of each party, 
without which their relationship would break down. He considered 
this was a ‘compelling indication of the existence of an implied 
obligation to act reasonably and in good faith’. His Honour also held 
that other terms based on a duty to cooperate and not hinder the 
other party’s performance of the contract were to be implied (such 
terms having been recognised in previous decisions).

Justice bleby found Alstom had breached these implied terms by not 
providing Yokogawa with information regarding the program for the 
head contract works, which left Yokogawa unable to properly plan its 
works under the subcontract and to comply with the EOT provisions 
of the subcontract. This led to Alstom’s liquidated damages claims not 
being able to be relied on and time for completion being set at large, 
with Yokogawa being required to complete within a reasonable time.
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Practical implications 

Exclusion of consequential loss
This decision serves as a timely reminder that phrases such as 
‘consequential loss’ will probably be given a broad meaning if the 
contract is governed by Australian law and should not be equated 
with losses within the second limb of Hadley v Baxendale.

There continues to be uncertainty in this area, which makes the 
task of those negotiating these clauses even harder. In our view, 
contracting parties need to consider carefully whether to agree to 
the inclusion of such a limit on liability, and, if they do, clearly define 
its extent by reference to each particular type of loss intended 
to be excluded. Reliance on general words such as ‘indirect’ or 
‘consequential’ or ‘economic’ is not recommended, as it will lead to 
uncertainty and is likely to result in a far broader range of losses being 
excluded than the parties might otherwise have intended.

Implied obligation of good faith
It remains an open question whether implied obligations of good 
faith are included in every commercial contract or just particular 
classes of contracts (eg franchise agreements, where the need for 
parties to work closely together is seen as an essential element). 

There remains some degree of uncertainty as to what exactly ‘good 
faith’ means and what is the content of such a duty. It is a difficult 
notion to apply in the abstract and the particular context in which 
such an obligation is being considered is always important. There 
remains a sound argument that any implication of such a term should 
not be inconsistent with the contract’s express terms. 

Given the divergence of views, and until the legislature or the High 
Court says otherwise, the contractual duty of good faith is something 
that needs to be considered carefully by contracting parties. It is 
prudent to proceed on the assumption that a term requiring the 
exercise of good faith in the performance of the contract may be 
implied. Once this is recognised, various drafting strategies can be 
employed to provide more certainty as to whether such terms ought 
to apply and their content in particular contexts. 
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470 St Kilda Road Pty Ltd v Reed Constructions Australia Pty Ltd & Anor 

This case confirms that contractors are not required to act in good faith when submitting claims for payment under the Victorian security of 
payments legislation.18 

The facts
The principal, 470 St Kilda Road (the principal), entered into a 
construction contract with Reed Constructions Australia Pty Ltd (the 
contractor) whereby the contractor was to design and construct 
residential apartments and office suites at 470 St Kilda Road in 
Melbourne.

The contractor made a payment claim under the  
Building and Construction Industry Security of Payment  
Act 2002 (Vic) (the SOPA) for $760,698 in January 2012.  
The principal issued its payment schedule that assessed the 
contractor’s entitlement to payment as nil (even though the parties 
agreed as to the value of work included in the contractor’s payment 
claim). The superintendent issued the contractor with a lawful 
direction that it was required to submit statutory declarations, which 
confirmed that all subcontractors had been paid, when submitting its 
payment claims.

The dispute
The principal alleged that the contractor submitted a false statutory 
declaration in support of its payment claim, which stated that all 
subcontractors had been paid amounts due to them, when this was 
not the case. Accordingly, it was alleged that the contractor had 
sought payment from the principal on a false basis and the principal 
submitted this was contrary to the contractor’s obligation under the 
contract to act honestly and with utmost good faith.

The dispute proceeded to adjudication under the SOPA, and the 
adjudicator determined that principal was required to pay the full 
amount claimed by the contractor. The principal sought judicial 
review of the adjudicator’s determination including on the basis that:

•	 the SOPA contains an implied obligation of good faith in preparing 
and submitting a payment claim. As the contractor’s payment 
claim contained a false statutory declaration, it was argued that the 
claim was void and the adjudicator’s determination was therefore 
invalid;

•	 the adjudicator erred when finding that the contractor had not 
breached its contractual obligations in serving a false statutory 
declaration;

•	 the adjudicator incorrectly held that the SOPA did not oblige him to 
consider whether the statutory declaration was true; and

•	 the adjudicator had failed to provide adequate reasons when 
reaching his adjudication determination.

The decision
The court dismissed the proceeding and declared that the 
adjudicator’s determination was valid. The court held that the SOPA 
does not require, as an implied precondition to the making of a 
valid claim under the Act, that the claimant has made the claim for 
payment in good faith or with a bona fide belief in its entitlement to 
the monies claimed. The court’s finding was made in consideration of 
the overarching purpose of the SOPA to provide the prompt interim 
determination of the parties’ rights in relation to the recovery of 
progress claims. The court noted that an implied obligation of good 
faith ‘would fly in the face of this purpose’. 

18 [2012] VSC 235.
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The principal also contended that the contractor had breached 
its contractual duties by providing the false statutory declaration 
and that the adjudicator had erred by failing to take into account 
the contract terms when making his determination. The court did 
not consider this point in much detail and held the adjudication 
determination was not open for review on these grounds.

The court did accept that the evidence suggested that the contractor 
may have made a false statutory declaration. However, the fact 
that there was some evidence that supported the adjudicator’s 
determination that the statutory declaration was true meant 
the determination was not open to review on this basis. As to the 
adequacy of the reasons provided by the adjudicator, the court 
was satisfied that the reasons, while relatively brief, were adequate 
to satisfy the ‘robust procedure provided for in the Act. The court 
confirmed that, even if reasons provided by adjudicators are brief, 
these reasons may still be adequate for the purpose of the SOPA, 
provided they deal with the substantive issues in dispute.

Practical implications
The decision in 470 St Kilda Road makes it clear that contractors 
are under no obligation to act in good faith when submitting 
payment claims under the SOPA. This includes contractors having 
no obligation to act in good faith when submitting statutory 
declarations to ensure information contained in these declarations 
is correct, or that contractors must hold a bona fide belief in their 
entitlement to monies claimed in their payment claims. Principals 
(and superintendents) should be aware of this when replying on 
information contained in statutory declarations submitted by 
contractors when assessing entitlement to claims for payment made 
under the SOPA.

The Victorian Supreme Court’s decision in this case is consistent with 
the approach adopted by the NSW and Queensland Supreme Courts 
that there is no implied obligation that payment claims are required 
to be made in good faith to be valid for the purposes of the security of 
payments legislation.
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John Holland Pty Ltd v Coastal Dredging & Construction Pty Limited & Ors 

The Queensland Court of Appeal has determined that contractual conditions placed on a payment claim for construction work cannot be 
justified under the state’s security of payments legislation.19 

The facts 
John Holland subcontracted dredging work to Coastal Dredging & 
Construction. Clause 12.6 of that subcontract included a number of 
preconditions, including the requirement for a statutory declaration 
to be made by Coastal stating that it had paid its employees for any 
work it included in its payment claim, before a progress payment was 
made by John Holland. The subcontract also included a definition 
of ‘reference date’, as being ‘the date when the Subcontractor may 
submit a Payment Claim to John Holland in accordance with clause 
12.6 and Schedule A, and has the same meaning as defined in the 
Security of Payment Act’.

On 28 November 2011, Coastal served a payment claim under the Act 
on John Holland. The parties followed the procedure set out in the Act 
through to adjudication. In its adjudication response, John Holland 
argued that Coastal had failed to provide the relevant statutory 
declaration, among other things, and, as such, no reference date had 
arisen that would entitle Coastal to submit a payment claim. 

The adjudicator found in Coastal’s favour. In doing so, the adjudicator 
did not determine whether Coastal had failed to comply with the 
preconditions of the subcontract as argued by John Holland, but held 
that the reference date for the payment claim was the 28th day of the 
relevant month. 

John Holland applied to the Supreme Court for a declaration that the 
adjudicator’s decision was void on the basis that, among other things, 
the payment claim did not relate to a valid reference. John Holland 
relied, in part, on Coastal’s concession that it had not provided the 
statutory declaration. The primary judge rejected that argument and 
found in favour of Coastal. John Holland appealed the decision. 

The dispute
On appeal, John Holland maintained its position that the proper 
construction of the definition of ‘reference date’ in the subcontract 
was that its accrual was conditional upon satisfaction of each of the 
preconditions, together with it being the 28th day of the month. 

John Holland contended that satisfaction of the preconditions 
assisted in identifying the date ‘worked out under’ the subcontract 
for the issuing of a payment claim, as defined in paragraph (a) of the 
definition of ‘reference date’ in the Act. John Holland submitted that 
Coastal’s admitted failure to provide a statutory declaration justified 
its position that no valid reference date for the issuing of a payment 
claim had arisen. John Holland further argued that its interpretation 
did not amount to contracting out of the Act. 

The decision 
His Honour, Appeal Justice Fraser (with whom Appeal Justices White 
and Lyons agreed) considered that the object of the Act, and how that 
object is best achieved, must be borne in mind when considering the 
issues of construction of the contract relied on by John Holland. His 
Honour considered that the ‘contractual provisions to which reference 
may be made for the purpose of ascertaining the “reference date” are 
those which state, or provide for the working out of, the date on which 
a progress payment claim “may be made”’. His Honour considered that 
this expression referred to an entitlement to make a progress claim. 
It did not ‘comprehend reference to warranties which concern the 
form and content of progress claims or the consequences of breaching 
warranties about the form and content of progress claims’. 

19  [2012] QCA 150.
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Therefore, his Honour considered that the effect of John Holland’s 
argument was that the relevant provisions of the subcontract 
operated to defer Coastal’s statutory entitlement to make a monthly 
payment claim in accordance with the Act. His Honour concluded 
that, in breach of the Act, those provisions were void because they 
purported to ‘modify … or otherwise change the effect of a provision 
of [the] Act’.

His Honour noted that John Holland did not raise any circumstances 
that could justify their Honours re-writing the clause of the 
subcontract at issue so that it was construed differently, or how, 
in combination with the Act, that might be done ‘in a way which 
deferred the accrual of [Coastal’s] statutory entitlement to a progress 
payment’ in accordance with s12 of the Act. 

Accordingly, their Honours dismissed John Holland’s appeal  
with costs. 

Practical implications
The case provides a timely reminder that the courts are likely to hold 
that conditions precedent to the issuing of a payment claim under 
the Act are void. While conditions may be placed on the form of a 
progress payment under a contract, in practice, if a contractor does 
not comply with these conditions, they will not be barred from issuing 
a payment claim under the Act. 

For parties who want certain conditions to be met prior to a reference 
date accruing under a construction contract, the case leaves open the 
possibility of attaching these conditions to the definition of the term 
‘reference date’. This would require careful drafting so as to ensure 
that, practically, these conditions did not prohibit a contractor being 
able to make a monthly payment claim. Any conditions that have the 
effect of excluding, modifying, restricting or otherwise changing the 
effect of a provision of the Act will be void. 
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State of Qld v T & M Buckley P/L 

Contractual pre-conditions placed on a payment claim for construction work are at risk of being unenforceable under Queensland’s security  
of payment legislation. 20

The facts 
On 16 December 2010, the State of Queensland and T&M buckley 
entered into a contract for construction work relating to a building  
at burleigh Heads, Queensland. 

On 17 April 2012, T&M buckley served its April payment claim on 
the State, purportedly under the Building and Construction Industry 
Payments Act 2004 (Qld). The State served a payment schedule and, 
following service of an adjudication application and response,  
the matter proceeded to adjudication where the adjudicator  
decided that T&M buckley was entitled to a progress payment. 

The dispute 
The State applied to the Supreme Court for a declaration that the 
adjudicator’s decision was void because no reference date had arisen 
that would entitle T&M buckley to serve a payment claim under the 
Act. The annexure to the contract between the parties provided that 
the time for payment claims was ‘monthly’. Clauses 42.1 and 43.2 of 
the contract provided that T&M buckley was not entitled to make a 
claim for payment until it had first delivered a statutory declaration 
confirming that its subcontractors performing work under the contract 
had been paid. T&M buckley had not given this declaration at the 
time of making the April payment claim. The State submitted that, 
in these circumstances, no reference date had arisen which entitled 
T&M buckley to make the payment claim, and, as a result, the payment 
claim was invalid. T&M buckley argued a valid reference date for the 
purposes of the Act accrued, irrespective of whether the contractual 
pre-condition to claiming under the contract had been met. 

The decision
The first issue to be decided was whether the first limb or second 
limb of the definition of the term ‘reference date’ in the Act applied. 
The former provides that this is the date ‘stated in or worked out 
under the Contract’ for which a claim for a progress payment may 
be made. The latter provides that, if the contract does not provide 
for a reference date, it is the last day of the month in which the 
construction work was carried out. The State argued for the first limb, 
T&M buckley for the second. Justice Wilson considered that, just as 
a mathematical problem may be solved or worked out by applying 
values to a given formula, so may a reference date be worked out 
under the contract by applying facts to a formula found within the 
contract. In her Honour’s opinion, to limit the expression ‘worked out 
under’ to take account of what is contained in the contract itself (as 
submitted by T&M buckley) would arguably result in there being no 
distinction between a date ‘stated in’ and a date ‘worked out under’ 
a contract, because in each case the date would be ascertained by 
construction of the contract without reference to extrinsic evidence. 
Accordingly, the first limb applied.

As regards the requirement for a statutory declaration, the court 
acknowledged that the effect of clauses 42.1 and 43.2 of the contract 
was that a contractual claim for a progress payment could not be 
made unless a statutory declaration had already been delivered. 
Counsel for the State submitted that the statutory reference date 
would not accrue unless and until the contractual requirement was 
satisfied, while counsel for T&M buckley submitted that accrual of 
the statutory reference date was not subject to compliance with the 
contractual pre-condition.

20 [2012] QSC 265.
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In the course of determining this issue, Justice Wilson considered two 
earlier Queensland decisions21. Counsel for the State submitted that 
the effect of these earlier decisions was that a contractual provision 
may validly impose a condition upon the accrual of a reference date 
by providing that the reference date accrues only after certain steps 
have been taken. Counsel for T&M buckley argued that there were 
two parallel payment schemes in operation; the contractual scheme 
and the statutory scheme and not necessarily all of the requirements 
for a contractual claim are imposed on the statutory scheme, so that 
if the first limb of the definition of ‘reference date’ was applicable, 
this date is the time stated in annexure to the contract (ie ‘monthly’), 
shorn of pre-conditions.

ultimately, her Honour decided that the pre-condition regarding 
the delivery of the statutory declaration affected the right to deliver 
the contractual claim, but not the date on which it may be delivered 
once there is an entitlement to do so. The statutory reference date 
is the date worked out under the contract on which a progress 
payment may be made. In this case, that date is ‘monthly’, regardless 
of whether the contractor has delivered the declaration required by 
clause 43.2 of the contract. In other words, accrual of the statutory 
reference date is not conditional upon the prior delivery of the 
statutory declaration.

In these circumstances, the adjudication decision was not void. 

Practical implications 
The decision here demonstrates that the courts are taking a broad 
view of both the statutory rights provided by the Act. However, the 
decision still leaves open the possibility of attaching conditions to the 
definition of the term ‘reference date’, although this would require 
careful drafting so as to ensure that, practically, these conditions did 
not prohibit a contractor being able to make a monthly payment 
claim. Any conditions that have the effect of excluding, modifying, 
restricting or otherwise changing the effect of a provision of the Act 
will be void. 

What should not be overlooked is that, in both the Court of Appeal 
decision and the two Supreme Court decisions referred to by the court, 
the requirement that was not satisfied was the giving of a statutory 
declaration to the effect that all lower-tier contractors had been paid 
all amounts due and payable. There is good reason for a principal to 
require such a statutory declaration. Equally, there is good reason for 
lower-tier contractors to be concerned that contractors may make a 
valid claim under the Act without providing such a declaration. 

 

21 John Holland Pty Ltd v Coastal Dredging & Construction Pty Limited [2012] QCA 150 and Simcorp Developments & Constructions Pty Ltd v Gold Coast Titans Property Pty Ltd [2010] QSC 162.
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Dart Holdings Pty Ltd v Total Concept Group Pty Ltd

The Supreme Court of Queensland has confirmed that, in Queensland, a contractor will not be able to make a payment claim under security of 
payment legislation or under a contract where it has agreed to provide services for which it is not licensed.22

The facts
Section 42 of the Queensland Building Services Authority Act 1991 
(Qld) (the QBSA Act) provides that it is an offence for a person to agree 
to, or perform, building work for which they are not licensed under 
the QbSA Act. It also provides that such a person cannot recover 
monetary or other consideration for doing so (other than a limited 
amount of statutory restitution).

Dart Holdings Pty Ltd (Dart) was a subcontractor engaged in the 
construction of a high-rise building. Dart subcontracted the supply 
and installation of various glass items to Total Concept Group Pty Ltd 
(Total). The subcontract included a severability clause that purported 
to sever any voidable or unenforceable provisions and allow the rest 
of the subcontract to remain effective.

The original scope of work under the subcontract relevantly included 
the installation of glass awnings and was subsequently varied to 
include further awning installation work. Total held two licences 
under the QbSA Act, which it considered authorised it to perform all 
of the work under the subcontract. 

In 2010, Total served Dart with a claim under the security of payment 
legislation, which proceeded to adjudication. The adjudicator found 
that one of Total’s licences authorised it to perform the work under 
the subcontract (including the awning installation work) and awarded 
Total $141,174. Dart commenced proceedings to set aside the 
adjudicator’s determination on the ground Total was unlicensed for 
the awning installation work.

The dispute
The issues for determination by preliminary trial in the Supreme 
Court was whether Total was entitled to payment for the work 
under the subcontract and could, therefore, lodge a payment claim 
under the security of payment legislation. This essentially involved 
determination of two sub-issues:

•	 whether Total was licensed to perform the awning installation 
work; and, if not

•	 whether the severability clause allowed for the awning installation 
work to be severed from the subcontract.

The decision
Justice McMurdo concluded that the work involving the installation 
of glass awnings did not fall within the scope of Total’s ‘Carpentry’ 
licence (Total had admitted the work was outside the scope of its 
other licence). Accordingly, his Honour held that Total breached s42 of 
the QbSA Act by undertaking to perform this work in the subcontract 
and by the variation.

Justice McMurdo also rejected Total’s argument that the severability 
clause in the subcontract preserved Total’s right to payment under 
the contract and validated its security of payment claim by removing 
the awning installation work from the subcontract. His Honour 
concluded that the severability clause, if allowed to operate as Total 
contended, would not only remove the awning installation work 
from the subcontract but also the corresponding provisions entitling 
Total to payment for that work. However, his Honour did recognise 
that severance might be possible where the parties have a distinct 
agreement either within the contract or otherwise to apportion the 
consideration between the licensed and unlicensed building work.

22  [2012] QSC 158.
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Practical implications
In Queensland, if a contractor is not licensed for any part of the work 
that it contracts to perform, then, save for limited exceptions, it will 
not be able to enforce any right to payment under the contract, even 
for building work for which it does hold a licence. In turn, this means it 
cannot make a payment claim under security of payment legislation 
on the basis of that contract. These contractors are only entitled to 
recover the limited amount of statutory restitution provided for by 
the QbSA Act for the unlicensed work they perform. They are entitled 
to recover under the general law of restitution for licensed work they 
perform.

Contractors should be aware that standard severability clauses will 
not operate to save the contractor’s ability to make a payment claim 
under the contract (and also security of payment legislation) where 
the parties have not agreed separate prices for the building work for 
which the contractor is licensed and the building work for which the 
contractor is unlicensed. As a result, a contractor will not be entitled 
to any of the lump sum for the work, even if the unlicensed building 
work makes up only a small percentage of the work.
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Edelbrand Pty Ltd v H M Australia Holdings Pty Ltd 

This case provides practical guidance about the types of agreements to which NSW security of payment legislation applies.23

The facts
An agreement was entered into between Edelbrand Pty Ltd, who 
traded under the name Domus Homes (Domus), and H M Australia 
Holdings Pty Ltd (HMAH), under which Domus was to manage the 
construction of a factory at Riverwood, NSW. The agreement provided 
that Domus would coordinate the completion of the architectural 
brief, manage and coordinate the development application and 
manage the consultants and contractor to deliver the project in 
accordance with the terms of the contract and monitor and administer 
the works. The agreement included a payment arrangement whereby 
Domus would receive a fixed project management service fee of 
$130,000 plus 50 per cent of any saving if the project was delivered  
for an amount lower than the target budget.

The dispute
The project was completed for an amount under the target budget 
and Domus submitted a claim under the Building and Construction 
Industry Security of Payment Act 1999 (NSW) (the Act) for $214,913, 
being its share of the bonus (calculated by Domus). HMAH adjusted 
Domus’ bonus calculations and responded with a spreadsheet 
showing a bonus amount of $21,811. Domus subsequently made an 
adjudication application under the Act and the adjudicator determined 
that the amount was $214,913. HMAH applied for judicial review of the 
adjudication determination in the New South Wales Supreme Court. 

The primary judge ordered that the adjudication determination was 
void and should be set aside on the basis that the agreement was 
not a construction contract as defined in section 4 of the Act, as 
it was not a contract under which Domus undertook to carry out 
construction work or to supply related services.

Domus appealed against the first instance decision and submitted 
that the agreement was, in fact, a construction contract to which  
the Act applied.

The decision
The court allowed the appeal and held that the agreement was 
a construction contract as defined in the Act because Domus’s 
obligation to monitor and administer the work, when read together 
with the condition that gave Domus the sole right to instruct builders, 
consultants and contractors, fell within the meaning of building 
advisory services under the Act. The court noted that Domus’s 
obligation to monitor and administer the work included an implied 
obligation to advise HMAH of the progress of the works, any steps 
that should be taken if problems emerge and whether the price 
and scope of a proposed variation was appropriate. However, the 
coordination of the architectural brief and the management and 
coordination of the development application were held not to be 
architectural services in relation to construction work under the Act.

The court also held that s7(2) of the Act, which excludes contracts 
from the operation of the Act where the consideration payable is not 
calculated by reference to the value of goods and services supplied, did 
not apply because the amounts payable under the agreement could 
be calculated by reference to the value of the services supplied. The 
$130,000 fixed fee was calculated by reference to the contract price in 
compliance with s10(2)(b)(i) of the Act, and the calculation of the bonus 
payment was set out in the agreement, which meant that it complied 
with s10(2)(a) of the Act. The court said the fact that the amount of the 
bonus payment could not be calculated until completion of the contract 
and that, in the end, no bonus may be payable was immaterial.

Practical implications
This decision reinforces that parties should carefully consider in what 
circumstances agreements containing obligations to monitor and 
administer work fall within the meaning of building advisory services. 
Agreements to simply manage and coordinate an architectural brief 
or a development application are not construction contracts under 
the Act. The decision in Edelbrand also makes it clear that the Act can 
apply to agreements to monitor and administer the work even where 
the payment regime is analogous to a profit-sharing arrangement.

23 [2012] NSWCa 31.
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Rail Corporation of NSW v Nebax Constructions 

This case confirms that an adjudication decision will be void if there is a material denial of natural justice. An adjudicator must not make a 
decision on a particular basis, unless the parties have had an opportunity to be heard on it.24

The facts
Rail Corporation of NSW (RailCorp) entered in a contract with Nebax 
Constructions (Nebax) under which Nebax was required to resurface 
platforms at 25 railway stations. Nebax made a progress claim via 
an email with five invoices attached. Each invoice stated that it was 
a payment claim made under the Construction Industry Security of 
Payment Act 1999 (NSW) (the SOPA). RailCorp served a payment 
schedule for each of those invoices. 

Nebax disputed the scheduled payment amounts and made five 
adjudication applications. At the adjudication, RailCorp contended 
that the adjudicator lacked jurisdiction to deal with the applications, 
because the SOPA either did not permit multiple applications for the 
one payment claim, or did not permit multiple payment claims under 
the one contract for the one reference date. The adjudicator found that 
he had jurisdiction on the basis that the separable portions for each 
railway station in the contract were, in fact, 25 separate contracts.

RailCorp challenged the adjudication determination. It contended that 
the adjudicator denied natural justice to the parties in finding that 
there were 25 separate contracts, because neither party had raised, 
nor had the opportunity to put, submissions on this point. RailCorp 
also challenged the determination on the same jurisdictional grounds 
it raised at the adjudication.

The decision
Justice McDougall found that the SOPA did not permit the lodging of 
multiple adjudication applications in respect of one payment claim. 
He found that this was inconsistent with previous authority and 
‘completely inconsistent with the underlying objective of the Act, 
which is to provide an enforceable right to progress payments and a 
speedy and relatively cheap and efficient means for enforcement of 
those rights’.

However, it was not this finding that led to his Honour’s decision that 
the adjudication determination was void. Rather, his Honour held 
that the adjudication determination was void because there was a 
material denial of natural justice. This denial arose in the course of the 
adjudicator’s consideration of objections raised as to his jurisdiction 
to decide the dispute. In deciding that he did have such jurisdiction, 
the adjudicator found on a basis that neither party had argued for, 
nor been heard on. by doing so, the adjudicator deprived RailCorp of 
the opportunity of putting submissions that could have persuaded 
him to change his mind. 

It is also worth noting that his Honour rejected Nebax’s argument 
that the relief sought by RailCorp should be refused on the basis that 
RailCorp had not raised one of the jurisdictional points taken in its 
payment schedule. In his reasoning, Justice McDougall agreed with 
the earlier decision of Justice ball in Olympia Group (NSW) Pty Ltd v 
Hansen Yuncken Pty Ltd25  that s20(2b) of the SOPA is concerned with 
‘reasons for withholding payment’ – it did not prevent the respondent 
from raising grounds on which it was asserted that the adjudicator 
did not have jurisdiction to make a determination.

Practical implications
The decision confirms that an adjudication decision will be declared 
void where the adjudicator has deprived a party of an opportunity 
to put forward submissions that would have force and could have 
persuaded him or her to a view different to the one expressed. This 
extends to the adjudicator’s consideration of objections to his or her 
jurisdiction to decide the matter. 

 

24  [2012] NSWSC 6.

25  [2011] NSWSC 165.
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Cape Range Electrical Contractors Pty Ltd v Austral Construction Pty Ltd

In this case, the Supreme Court of Western Australia provides guidance on the means by which a decision or determination by an adjudicator 
can be challenged under the Construction Contracts Act 2004 (WA).26

Facts
Austral Constructions Pty Ltd engaged Cape Range Electrical 
Contractors Pty Ltd to provide electrical and communications services 
for an accommodation village. A payment dispute arose in relation 
to the payment of several invoices submitted by Cape Range. Cape 
Range applied for adjudication of the payment dispute under the 
Construction Contracts Act 2004 (WA) (the Act).

The adjudicator delivered a determination in favour of Cape Range  
(the determination), which Austral did not pay by the due date.  
Cape Range sought an order that the determination be enforced  
as a judgment. Austral resisted by seeking a declaration, in separate 
proceedings, that the determination was invalid and of no force  
or effect.

The dispute
The four key matters in dispute were:

•	 whether a party can apply to the Supreme Court for a declaration 
that an adjudicator’s determination is invalid;

•	 what process a court should follow when reviewing an 
adjudicator’s decision to not dismiss an adjudication application 
under section 32(2)(a) of the Act;

•	 whether natural justice requires an adjudicator to consider 
arguments that are not raised, or are raised but are poorly 
articulated; and

•	 whether the existence of alleged set-offs is a ground for  
refusing leave to enforce.

The decision

Availability of declaratory relief

The court held, confirming the decision in Perrinepod Pty Ltd v 
Georgiou Building Pty Ltd,27 that s46(3) of the Act was not a privative 
clause and, consequently, other avenues by which an adjudicator’s 
determination may be reviewed are available. Therefore, Austral  
was able to pursue judicial review by way of an application for 
declaratory relief.

Process followed by court when reviewing an adjudicator’s  
decision not to dismiss

The court held that s31(2)(a)(ii) of the Act, which requires an 
application for adjudication to be prepared and served in accordance 
with the requirements of the Act, was a jurisdictional fact in the 
‘broad’ sense. This means that any review of an adjudicator’s decision 
not to dismiss an adjudication application is confined to considering 
whether the adjudicator’s conclusion was manifestly unreasonable 
or illogical or was reached by misconstruing the Act or by taking 
into account irrelevant considerations or failing to take into account 
relevant considerations. It did not involve the court considering afresh 
whether the application for adjudication had actually been prepared 
and served in accordance with the Act.

Natural justice

Austral argued that the adjudicator had denied Austral procedural 
fairness by ignoring material placed before him relating to Austral’s 
set-off claim. Austral did not succeed on this argument. The court 
found that the set-off claim was inadequately articulated and that 
natural justice does not require an adjudicator to address arguments 
that are ‘not expressly raised or to discern arguments where they are 
not adequately articulated’.

26 [2012] WASC 304.

27 [2011] WASC 217.
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Set-off

Austral argued that leave should not be granted for the determination 
to be enforced as a judgment because it had a contractual right to 
set-off other monies owed by Cape Range. The court found that the 
obligation in s39 of the Act to ‘pay an amount under a determination’ 
should be understood as meaning ‘to give money’, and therefore set-
off arguments were not available to resist a determination.

Admissibility of evidence placed before an adjudicator in  
other proceedings

The court also considered whether the prohibition in s45(3) of the Act, 
which makes ‘[e]vidence of anything said or done in an adjudication’ 
inadmissible, applied to proceedings that were brought to challenge 
an adjudication determination. The court held that the prohibition did 
not apply to proceedings but was aimed at subsequent proceedings 
brought to determine the merits of the dispute.

Practical implications
The court’s decision provides further clarity on how adjudications 
under the Act can be challenged. It confirms that declaratory relief 
is available, but that set-off arguments are not available to resist a 
payment order of an adjudicator. The decision also confirms that 
arguments must be clearly articulated if a party wants an adjudicator 
to consider them. An adjudicator is not required to consider poorly or 
unarticulated arguments.

Finally, the scope of s45(3) of the Act has been clarified. It only 
prevents things said or done in an adjudication being used in 
subsequent proceedings dealing with the merits of a dispute, and 
does not prohibit the use of such material in proceedings that are 
seeking judicial review of an adjudication determination (or, arguably, 
a subsequent adjudication).
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Downer EDI Mining Pty Ltd v Wambo Coal Pty Ltd 

The Queensland Supreme Court has confirmed that, where possible, it will hold parties to the dispute resolution procedures in a construction 
contract before it allows a party to commence legal proceedings.28

The facts 
Downer EDI Mining and Wambo Coal entered into an operation 
agreement in March 2008, whereby Downer would provide, among 
other things, maintenance of plant and equipment services to 
Wambo. under the contract, Wambo’s payments to Downer were to 
go into a separate bank account, and Downer was to draw down from 
this account to cover the cost of the services it was providing. The 
parties agreed that they would share equally any monies left in this 
account at the end of the contract.

The dispute 
A dispute arose when Wambo stopped making payments for 
maintenance in accordance with the contract. Downer alleged that, 
by stopping payment, Wambo was in breach of the contract. Wambo 
argued that it was inevitable that there would be a surplus in the 
draw-down fund and Wambo would ‘thus be paying money into a 
fund of which it would only recover half when the contract comes to 
an end’.

Downer commenced proceedings. Wambo applied for an order 
staying these proceedings until Downer had complied with the 
dispute resolution procedure in the contract. Downer resisted the 
application alleging the dispute resolution procedure was uncertain 
and compliance with it would be futile. 

The dispute resolution procedure relevantly provided that:

•	 the party alleging the existence of the dispute must issue a ‘Dispute 
Notice’ notifying the other party of the dispute and specifying its 
nature (no time limit was provided for this); 

•	 after the issue of a Dispute Notice, the parties had five days in 
which to prepare and exchange position papers; 

•	 five days after the position papers were due to be exchanged, the 
PCG [Project Review Group] was to meet and the parties were to 
‘attempt to resolve the dispute’;

•	 if the PCG had not resolved the dispute within five days of its 
meeting, the bRG [business Review Group] must meet and ‘use its 
best endeavours to resolve the dispute’; and

•	 if the bRG had not resolved the dispute within 10 days of its 
meeting, then the chief executive officers of each party must meet 
within a further 10 days and ‘use their best endeavours to resolve 
the dispute’.

The contract also purported to make the dispute resolution procedure 
a condition precedent to the commencement of legal proceedings.

The decision 

The court allowed Wambo’s application and ordered the proceedings 
be stayed pending compliance with the dispute resolution process 
agreed in the contract. 

Uncertainty

Downer argued that the dispute resolution procedure was so 
vague and uncertain that it was unenforceable. It argued firstly, 
‘[n]o procedures exist for the contingency where the required 
representatives are incapable of meeting within the specified 
time’. Thus, the dispute resolution procedure could fail. His Honour 
concluded that such an outcome did not mean the procedure was 
uncertain. 

28 [2012] QSC 290.
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Secondly, Downer argued that ‘[t]here is a time limit for the bRG to 
resolve the dispute, but no time is set for the holding of a meeting 
of the bRG if the PCG has failed to resolve the dispute’. His Honour 
considered it appropriate to imply a period of time within which the 
bRG should meet. Given the other timeframes fixed for performance 
of the steps in the dispute resolution procedure, he implied a period 
of 10 days. 

Thirdly, Downer argued that there was uncertainty as to what was 
required in an ‘attempt to resolve’ a dispute and, therefore, it was not 
possible to assess whether there was compliance with the contract’s 
requirements. His Honour rejected Downer’s submission, stating 
that ‘[f]irst, there must be a meeting – there is no uncertainty in 
that requirement. Secondly, the parties must attempt to resolve the 
dispute. There is no need to qualify the word ‘attempt’ in order to 
achieve certainty.’

Futility 

In addition, Downer argued that it would be futile for the PCG and 
bRG to meet because, on at least three occasions, persons holding 
high position in both parties had met, and there had been other 
discussions between the parties about the maintenance fund, but 
none of these resolved the dispute. 

Downer maintained that, whenever the issue was raised, it was ‘met 
with intransigence on the part of Wambo at a high level of decision 
making’. Downer alleged that the dispute resolution procedure 
could therefore not succeed in the sense that it could not lead to a 

resolution of the dispute between the parties. For its part, Wambo 
stated that it was ready and willing to participate in the process. 

In dismissing Downer’s submission, his Honour referred to earlier 
authorities that emphasised the need for participation in a procedure 
from which ‘consent and cooperation might come’. His Honour 
concluded that this was not a case where the parties had embarked 
on the dispute resolution procedure and had demonstrated that it 
was pointless to continue with it as a means of resolving the dispute. 
Accordingly, his Honour considered Downer had not demonstrated that 
compliance with the dispute resolution procedure would be futile. 

Practical implication 
The case reinforces the need for parties to ensure that they are 
comfortable with the dispute resolution procedures drafted into their 
construction contracts and to ensure that they are achievable and 
that no ‘gaps’ or inconsistencies exist. This applies equally to all forms 
of dispute resolution clauses, from executive discussions through to 
expert determinations and arbitration. The decision continues the 
current trend of decisions in favour of enforcing contractual ADR 
procedures, such as expert determinations.

It does not appear likely that a court will interfere and allow recourse 
to legal proceedings without the parties first attempting to resolve a 
dispute according to the procedures agreed in the contract. Where a 
court does ultimately intervene in a dispute, it seems clear that it will 
interpret the dispute resolution clauses so as to enable them to work 
as the parties appear to have intended.
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RCL Kalynda Pty Ltd & Anor v Urbex Pty Ltd & Anor 

This case provides practical guidance in relation to what ‘adequately identify the dispute’ requires when giving  
notice of a dispute.29

The facts
urbex Pty Ltd (Urbex)was to develop land at Kalynda, Queensland, 
under a development agreement. urbex and its guarantor, bMD 
Holding Pty Ltd, entered into a sub-participation agreement with RCL 
Kalynda Pty Ltd (RCL) and RCLT urb Pty Ltd (RCLT) under which RCL 
was to participate in the development by assuming responsibility 
for 30 per cent of urbex’s costs in return for 30 per cent of the 
development distributions received by urbex.

RCL and RCLT served a notice of dispute on urbex who subsequently 
provided its response. After some correspondence between the 
parties about whether or not a dispute in fact existed, RCL and RCLT 
served another notice of dispute, which alleged a number of defaults 
under the sub-participation agreement. 

The dispute
Clause 15 of the sub-participation agreement provided that either 
party may give notice to the other of any dispute, and that such notice 
must be in writing and adequately identify the dispute. A dispute 
arose about whether the notice of dispute served by RCL and RCLT 
adequately identified the dispute. 

The decision
The court noted that the requirement to adequately identify a dispute 
is less onerous than a requirement to specify a dispute and then 
identified and discussed previous case law in respect of the matter. 
The court held that:

The enquiry to determine that question is to be undertaken objectively by 
reference to how a reasonable recipient would have understood the notice 
with the knowledge of the contract and of the surrounding circumstances.

Despite noting that some aspects of the notice of dispute were 
stated in broader terms than contemplated by the sub-participation 
agreement, the fact that the defaults were said to include but were 
not limited to those specified, did not detract from the adequate 
identification of the dispute. Considering the dispute resolution clause 
in its entirety, the court held that the notice of dispute relevantly set 
the scene for resolution of the dispute.

The dispute resolution clause applied to any fact, matter or thing that 
demonstrated that the parties intended the clause to have a wide 
ambit of operation. On this basis, the court rejected the submission 
that the dispute resolution clause could only apply to a single dispute 
and not to disputes involving multiple issues. 

Practical implications
The decision in RCL Kalynda Pty Ltd confirms that a court will have 
regard to the surrounding circumstances when determining whether 
a principal has adequately identified a dispute in a notice of dispute. 
The use of broad language in a notice of dispute will not invalidate a 
whole notice; however, principals should make sure that the notice 
does set the scene for resolution of the dispute.

29 [2011] VSC 650.
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Sulamerica Cia Nacional de Seguros SA & Ors v Enesa Engenharia SA & Ors

With potentially important consequences for parties entering into contracts containing international arbitration clauses, the English Court of 
Appeal held that English law governed an agreement in a contract to arbitrate disputes, even though the parties had agreed that brazilian law 
governed the substantive contract.30 

The facts
A brazilian insured brought a claim against its brazilian insurer 
regarding an incident that occurred during construction of a 
hydroelectric generating plant in brazil. The insurers declined liability 
and a dispute subsequently arose. The policy contained a governing 
law and jurisdiction clause in favour of the laws and courts of 
brazil. However, it also contained an arbitration clause providing for 
arbitration in London.

The insurers issued a notice of arbitration. The insured then 
commenced court proceedings in brazil and obtained an injunction 
restraining the insurers from proceeding with the arbitration on 
the basis that, under brazilian law, the insurer could only bring an 
arbitration with the insured’s consent (under a law that protects 
parties adhering to standard terms from being compelled to have 
disputes resolved by arbitration). In response, the insurers obtained 
an injunction from the Commercial Court in England restraining the 
insured from pursuing the court proceedings in brazil.

The issues
When entering into a commercial agreement with an international 
arbitration clause, there are (as a minimum) three different laws that 
the parties should consider:

•	 the ‘proper law’ of the contract, namely the law under which the 
rights and obligations of the parties to the substantive contract will 
be determined;

•	 the ‘lex arbitri’31, namely the law governing the conduct of the 
arbitration proceedings invariably defined by reference to the 
‘seat’ or location of the arbitration. This governs aspects such 
as confidentiality, the arbitral tribunal’s power to grant interim 
measures and the role of the courts in the jurisdiction of the seat to 
supervise the arbitral proceeding; and

•	 the ‘proper law’ of the arbitration agreement, namely the law 
governing the validity and enforceability of the arbitration 
agreement. 

The dispute arose in this case because to any extent the proper law of 
the arbitration agreement was brazilian law, such an agreement was 
only enforceable if the insured consented to arbitration.

The decision
Lord Justice Moore-bick gave the court’s leading judgment, 
noting that an arbitration agreement is subject to the doctrine of 
‘separability’ in that it is both distinct from, and separate to, the 
substantive contract in which it is contained. 

His Lordship applied a three-step process for determining what the 
proper law of an arbitration agreement is. The court must consider: 

•	 the express choice of the parties; 

•	 the implied choice of the parties; and, 

•	 failing that, the system of law with which the arbitration 
agreement has the ‘closest and most real connection’.

30 [2012] EWCA Civ 638.

31 Sometimes also referred to as the curial law, or the procedural law. 
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His Lordship considered that, as a starting point, the parties had 
probably intended the whole of their relationship to be governed by 
the same system of law. His Lordship held that ‘an express choice of 
law governing the substantive contract is a strong indication of the 
parties’ intention in relation to the agreement to arbitrate’. Absent 
such a clause, the arbitration agreement would usually be ‘most 
closely connected’ with the law of the arbitral seat.

In this case, despite the parties’ agreement for brazilian law governing 
the substantive contract, his Lordship held that English law applied 
to the arbitration agreement. His reasoning was twofold: first, the 
choice of England as the arbitral seat indicated the parties’ intention 
to be bound by English law for the conduct and supervision of 
arbitrations; and second, electing brazilian law to govern the arbitration 
agreement would limit the effectiveness of that agreement. Had the 
parties intended that the insured’s consent would be required for any 
eventual arbitration, they would have expressed this in the arbitration 
agreement. Accordingly, English law applied.

Practical implications
While commercial contracts usually include a clause specifying which 
law governs the parties’ rights and obligations, it is less common for 
the arbitration agreements contained in such contracts to specify 
which law will govern that agreement. Arbitration agreements 
involving international elements do, however, often specify the 
arbitral seat, which invariably defines the procedural laws applicable 
to the conduct of the proceedings. 

uncertainty can therefore arise as to whether the parties intended 
the laws governing the substantive contract to also govern the 
arbitration agreement or whether some other law, such as those of 
the arbitral seat, should apply. As different consequences can flow 
from competing laws, such uncertainty can (and often will) result in a 
separate dispute as to which is the applicable law. 

Accordingly, from a drafting perspective, parties entering into 
contracts containing international arbitration clauses should clearly 
specify the law governing the arbitration agreement, as well as 
providing for the law(s) governing both the arbitration procedure and 
the substantive contract.

The decision also highlights the danger in including in a contract both 
an arbitration clause and an exclusive jurisdiction clause.
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Traxys Europe SA v Balaji Coke Industry Pvt Ltd (No 2) 

The Federal Court of Australia recently recognised and enforced a foreign arbitral award made in England, despite the alleged absence of assets 
in Australia and ongoing proceedings in India to set aside the award.32

The facts
Traxys Europe SA, a Luxembourg-based provider of financial and 
distribution services to the mining industry, commenced arbitral 
proceedings relating to a breach of contract against balaji Coke 
Industry Pvt Ltd. balaji is an Indian coal and coke importer. 

The arbitration was held in London under the auspices of the London 
Court of International Arbitration. The tribunal ordered balaji to pay 
Traxys $uS2,576,250 and €260,668, together with interest, fees and 
expenses of the arbitration and costs.

Following the tribunal’s award, both parties commenced national 
court proceedings:

•	 balaji in India to set aside the award and restrain Traxys from 
enforcing the award (the latter being successfully obtained); and

•	 Traxys in England to recognise and enforce the award and restrain 
balaji from challenging the award in Indian courts (both being 
successfully obtained).

Traxys then applied to the New South Wales Federal Court (the NSW 
court) to have the foreign award enforced in Australia as a judgment 
or order of the NSW court under the International Arbitration Act 1974 
(Cth) (the IAA) against the assets that allegedly belonged to balaji, 
being shares in an Australian company.

The dispute
balaji resisted Traxys’ application in the NSW court, arguing that:

•	 the court does not need to make any order or declaration that the 
award was enforceable as a judgment under the IAA because the 
award was automatically ‘deemed’ to be a judgment or order;

•	 it is a pre-requisite to the enforcement, and consistent with public 
policy under the IAA, that the applicant first prove that there are 
assets within the enforcement jurisdiction (Australia), which Traxys 
had failed to establish; and

•	 to enforce the award in Australia notwithstanding the proceedings 
in India to set the award aside and an interim order restraining 
Traxys from enforcing the award would be contrary to public policy.

The decision
Justice Forster did not accept balaji’s argument and granted judgment 
to Traxys to enforce the award. His Honour found that the appropriate 
way of recognising and enforcing a foreign arbitral award is for the 
enforcing court to enter judgment or make an order for payment that 
reflects the terms of that award. 

His Honour also found that there is nothing in the IAA that prevents 
an Australian court from directing the entry of judgment or the 
making of an order in the terms of the relevant award if, at the time 
judgment is entered, no assets exist in Australia against which the 
award may be executed. Once the judgment is entered (or order 
made), the existence of assets will be considered when that judgment 
or order is sought to be executed. 

Justice Forster confirmed that the New York Convention, as reflected 
in the IAA, has a clear pro-enforcement bias and its public policy 
exception is to be interpreted narrowly, applying only those aspects of 
public policy that go to the fundamental, core questions of morality 
and justice in Australia.

33 [2012] FCA 276.
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His Honour also noted that both the New York Convention and 
the Indian Arbitration Act provide that a foreign award can only 
be suspended or set aide by the court of the country in which, or 
under the law of which, that award was made (in this case, being the 
English courts and not the Indian courts). In these circumstances, the 
existence in India of setting aside proceedings or an interim court 
order restraining Traxys from enforcing the award do not enliven the 
discretion to refuse enforcement of the award.

Practical implications
This decision gives further comfort to parties seeking to enforce foreign 
arbitral awards in Australia that the courts will apply the public policy 
exception in the New York Convention strictly and will not entertain 
attempts by parties seeking to escape their award obligations by 
commencing setting aside proceedings in jurisdictions outside the 
place of arbitration. It also confirms that, whether the award debtor has 
assets in the jurisdiction at the time will not, of itself, prevent the court 
from entering judgment to enforce a foreign award. 
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Lane Cove Council v Michael Davies & Associates 

This NSW Supreme Court decision reaffirms the principles that a court will apply when considering whether to adopt a referree’s report.  
This case also considers the limited scope for statutory claims for misleading conduct arising from the discharge of contractual obligations.33

The facts
Lane Cove Council engaged Michael Davies and Associates (MDA) and 
others to build a swimming pool complex. MDA provided architectural 
and contract management services, and acted as superintendent under 
the building contract. After the complex was built, the roof developed 
serious corrosion problems. The council commenced proceedings against 
MDA, the builder, and the mechanical engineers claiming negligence, 
breaches of contract and breaches of section 52 of the Trade Practices Act 
1974 (Cth) (the TPA) (now s18 of the Australian Consumer Law, contained 
at Schedule 2 to the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth)). The 
matter was referred to a referee by the court.

The referee expressed the opinion that each claim, along with a number 
of cross-claims, should be dismissed. 

The dispute
The council contended that the referee’s report contained a number 
of errors that the court should correct. The respondent parties 
submitted that the court should adopt the report in its entirety.

One of the key issues disputed by the council was the referee’s finding 
that certain alleged misrepresentations made by MDA did not engage 
the provisions of the TPA. The alleged misrepresentations arose from 
MDA’s express and/or implied representation that the design and 
materials it specified would be adequate for the conditions found  
in an indoor aquatic centre. 

The decision
ultimately, his Honour adopted the report of the referee without 
qualification. 

In determining whether to adopt or reject the referee’s report, Justice 
Sackar adopted the principles set out by Justice McDougall in Chocolate 
Factory Apartments v Westpoint Finance and Others34. These principles 

relevantly include that ‘even if the Court might reach a different 
conclusion in some respect from that of the referee, it would not be a 
proper exercise of the discretion’ to re-explore those matters. Such a 
re-exploration would only be justified if the report ‘reveals some error of 
principle, absence or excessive jurisdiction, patent misapprehension of the 
evidence or perversity or manifest unreasonableness in fact finding’. His 
Honour held that on the facts of the case, each of the referee’s findings 
and conclusions challenged by the council were open to the referee.

In particular, his Honour accepted the referee’s finding of fact that 
MDA’s alleged misleading representations relied upon by the council 
related solely to the carrying out of the contract between the two 
parties. Accordingly, there were no ‘actionable representations’ 
to engage the TPA provisions. His Honour approved the referee’s 
comments that the ‘existence of a contract between the parties does 
not necessarily exclude the application of s52 to contractual promises. 
However…where the alleged representations are not different in kind 
from the contractual obligations and are based on the same facts and 
circumstances, there is little scope for the statutory provisions to apply’.

Further, his Honour also noted in obiter that in relation to physical 
defects, the limitation period for a negligence claim commences with 
knowledge of the physical manifestation of the defect. Knowledge of 
the cause of the defect is not required.

Practical implications
The decision in Lane Cove Council confirms that the courts 
will generally adopt a referee’s report, unless an applicant can 
demonstrate that the referee has not understood the evidence, or has 
reached a perverse or manifestly unreasonable conclusion. It will not 
be sufficient for an applicant to show merely that the referee could 
have come to an alternative conclusion. 

Claims for misleading and deceptive conduct will have difficulty 
succeeding where the alleged misrepresentation does not go beyond 
a mere failure to properly perform a contractual obligation.

33 [2012] NSWSC 727.

34 [2005] NSWSC 784.
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Utility Services Corporation Limited v SPI Electricity Pty Ltd & Ors 

A party may plead proportionate liability as a defence by claiming that another party is a ‘concurrent wrongdoer’. A concurrent wrongdoer may 
include a party to whom liability for the acts and omissions of another entity has been transferred (for example, by legislation or novation).  
If the transfer of such liability is established, that other party may be found to be proportionately liable for the negligent acts and omissions  
of the entity from which liability was transferred.35

The facts 
SPI Electricity Pty Ltd (SPI) and utility Services Corporation (USC) are 
defendants in the Kilmore East black Saturday bushfire class action. 
The plaintiff in that class action alleges that the 2009 bushfire was 
caused by SPI’s negligent management of its electricity network, and 
uSC’s negligent performance of technical inspection services of the 
network for SPI. 

uSC alleges that SPI is liable for the negligent acts and omissions of 
employees of the State Electricity Commission of Victoria (SEC) and 
Electricity Services Victoria (ESV) that occurred before 1994. uSC 
alleges that liability for these acts and omissions was transferred 
to SPI under the statutory privatisation framework of the Electricity 
Industry Act 1993 (Vic), the relevant provisions of which provided that 
‘[a]ll liabilities of SEC…are deemed to have become liabilities of [SPI] 
on…’ and that ‘all liabilities of ESV…become liabilities of [SPI]’. 

uSC sought to amend its defence and counterclaim in the class 
action, under the proportionate liability provisions of the Wrongs Act 
1958 (Vic) (the Act), to proportionately limit its liability to the plaintiff 
having regard to SPI’s responsibility for the alleged negligence of the 
SEC and ESV.  

The trial judge refused to allow the amendment on the ground that 
SPI was not a ‘concurrent wrongdoer’ under the Act, which meant 
that the Act’s proportionate liability provisions could not be engaged. 
uSC appealed the primary judge’s decision. 

The decision
According to the trial judge, SPI was not a ‘concurrent wrongdoer’ 
as defined in section 24AH(1) of the Act. The definition states that a 
‘concurrent wrongdoer, in relation to a claim, is a person who is one 
of 2 or more persons whose acts or omissions caused, independently 
of each other or jointly, the loss or damage that is the subject of the 
claim.’ The trial judge’s view was that the definition of concurrent 
wrongdoer requires direct causation and that a claim based on a 
liability transferred from one party to another, like the alleged transfer 
of liability from the SEC and ESV to SPI, did not fall within  
the definition. 

The appeal court took a different view. Acting Appeal Justice Dixon, 
who delivered the leading judgment, emphasised the presence of the 
word ‘whose’ in the phrase ‘whose acts or omissions caused’ in the 
definition of the concurrent wrongdoer. His Honour stated that the 
presence of the word ‘whose’ means that the definition of concurrent 
wrongdoer is broad enough to include a defendant’s liability for the 
acts and omissions of another that have caused the plaintiff’s damage 
where that liability has been transferred to a defendant. His Honour 
stated that to read into the definition of concurrent wrongdoer the 
word ‘directly’, as in ‘whose acts or omissions directly caused…’, is to 
impermissibly restrict the natural meaning of the word ‘whose’. 

based on these considerations, his Honour stated that the definition 
of a concurrent wrongdoer includes a defendant who is presently 
responsible for the acts or omissions that have caused a plaintiff’s 
damage, even though the defendant was not the actor directly 
responsible at the time for those acts or omissions. 

35  [2012] VSCa 158.
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On the facts, the SEC and ESV are the wrongdoers whose acts or 
omissions allegedly directly caused the plaintiff’s loss. However, 
responsibility for those acts and omissions was allegedly transferred 
to SPI before the plaintiff’s loss was suffered. Accordingly, the appeal 
court held that SPI is a concurrent wrongdoer under the Act and 
allowed uSC to amend its defence and counterclaim in the class action. 

Practical implications
under the Act, a person may be a concurrent wrongdoer even if that 
person has not directly caused the acts or omissions that have caused 
a plaintiff’s damage. This is because the definition of a concurrent 
wrongdoer is broad enough to include a liability for the acts and 
omissions of another that have caused a plaintiff’s damage where 
that liability has been transferred to a defendant, for example by 
legislation or novation. 

A defendant may be able to limit its liability using the proportionate 
liability provisions of the Act by claiming that another party is a 
concurrent wrongdoer based on transferred liability. If the transfer 
of such liability is established, the other party may be found to be 
proportionately liable for the acts and omissions of the entities from 
which liability was transferred. 

Those who acquire businesses or assets should examine the legal 
liability that they will assume which may arise from negligent 
acts or omissions predating the acquisition. The exposure to such 
liability should be dealt with before the acquisition. For example, 
the acquiring entity may wish to limit transferred liability using 
indemnities. Whatever the means, acquiring entities should  
minimise the extent of their responsibility for the negligent  
conduct of acquired entities. 
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Cordon Investments Pty Ltd v Lesdor Properties Pty Ltd 

Principals who delay defect rectification work for considerable periods risk a court concluding that damages should not be awarded on  
the ground that the rectification work is unreasonable.36 Such a conclusion could arise where the delay indicates that they do not intend  
to carry out rectification works which, in turn, may suggest that a building is perfectly functional and aesthetically pleasing, despite the 
presence of non-compliant work. 

The facts
Cordon Investments Pty Ltd, a property developer and commercial 
builder, entered into an agreement with Lesdor Properties Pty Ltd, 
under which Cordon was required to develop commercial offices and 
residential units on a property owned by Lesdor.

Lesdor issued a notice of termination on the basis that Cordon had 
failed to carry out building work in accordance with the relevant plans 
and specifications. The defective works included defects on part of 
the property which became common property following registration 
of a strata plan over the project.

At trial, the primary judge found that Lesdor was entitled to terminate 
the agreement owing to Cordon’s breach. The primary judge also 
found that Lesdor was entitled to claim damages for the cost of 
rectifying defective work on the lots that it owned but not for the 
cost of rectifying defective work on that part of the property which 
became common property vested in the owners’ corporation.

Lesdor appealed the trial judge’s finding that it was not entitled to 
recover damages for the rectification of the defective work on that 
part of the property which became common property. 

The decision
The trial and appeal courts noted two principles, referring to the 
High Court decisions of Bellgrove v Eldridge37 and Tabcorp Holdings 
Ltd v Bowen Investments Pty Limited38, for determining damages for 
defective works. 

•	 First, the measure of damages recoverable for breach of a building 
contract is the difference between the contract price of the work 
and the cost of making the work conform to the contract together 
with consequential loss. 

•	 Second, the first principle is subject to the qualification that the 
rectification work must be necessary and a reasonable course  
to adopt.

The Court of Appeal found that it would be unreasonable to carry out 
rectification work to the common property and on that basis declined 
to award damages to Lesdor. The Court of Appeal based its finding 
on Lesdor’s lack of intention to carry out the rectification works, the 
absence of evidence that the defects were affecting the use of the 
common property and the transfer of the property from Lesdor to the 
owners’ corporation.

Lesdor’s lack of intention to rectify and the absence of evidence that 
the defects were affecting common property usage 

According to Chief Justice bathurst, who delivered the leading 
judgment, Lesdor had demonstrated a lack of intention to carry 
out the rectification work. His Honour accepted that the possibility 
that rectification work will not be carried out does not necessarily 
preclude a damages award. However, he also noted that a lack of 
intention to carry out rectification work may shed light on whether 
the rectification work is necessary and reasonable. 

In this respect, his Honour noted that Lesdor had possessed the 
premises for more than four years before the trial hearing and that 
none of the rectification work had been carried out in that time, 
despite Lesdor having had sufficient financial means to carry out 
the rectification work. This, his Honour suggested, was evidence of 
unreasonableness because it indicated that the property is ‘perfectly 
functional and aesthetically pleasing despite the non-compliant work’.

36 [2012] NSWCA 184.

37 [1954] HCA 36.

38 [2009] HCA 8.
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Another factor that influenced the Court of Appeal to conclude that 
Lesdor never intended to rectify the defective work was the evidence 
given at trial. At trial, witnesses for Lesdor rejected the suggestion 
that they never intended to rectify the defective works. However, 
the Court of Appeal thought their evidence was not persuasive and, 
in this regard, pointed to a statement at trial about alleged defective 
work made by one witness which the witness later withdrew. 

The transfer of the property from Lesdor to the owners’ corporation

The trial judge had concluded that the rectification work would never 
be undertaken, at least by Lesdor, on the ground that the common 
property had been transferred from Lesdor to an owners’ corporation. 
The trial judge accepted that Lesdor had a potential exposure to 
the owners’ corporation but found there was no evidence of any 
complaint or threat to sue by the owners’ corporation. On appeal, 
Lesdor sought to challenge the trial judge’s finding in this regard by 
pointing out that, despite the transfer, Lesdor retained ownership 
of a sufficient number of units to control the owners’ corporation. 
Chief Justice bathurst accepted that Lesdor controlled the corporation 
but found that there was no evidence that the owners’ corporation 
proposed to rectify the defective work or demand that Lesdor do so. 

Practical implications
The Court of Appeal’s decision confirms that the possibility that defect 
rectification work will not be carried out does not necessarily preclude 
a damages award, and that it will only be in exceptional circumstances 
that proposed rectification work will be found to be unreasonable.

Nonetheless, principals who wish to recover damages for the cost  
of rectifying defective building work should take care not to behave 
in a way which indicates that they do not intend to carry out 
those works, for example by delaying such works for considerable 
periods. This is because an intention not to rectify defective works 
may suggest to a court that a building is perfectly functional and 
aesthetically pleasing despite the presence of non-compliant work, 
which may, in turn, lead a court to conclude that carrying out the 
rectification works is unreasonable. 
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Biosciences Research Centre Pty Ltd v Plenary Research Pty Ltd 

The decision in this case indicates that a clause may constitute a mandatory referral of a dispute for determination by a particular method of 
dispute resolution, in this case expert determination, even if the clause uses language such as ‘may’ as opposed to ‘shall’ or ‘must’.39

The facts
biosciences Research Centre Pty Ltd and Plenary Research Pty Ltd 
entered into a contract under which Plenary was required to design, 
construct and operate a biosciences research facility at Latrobe 
university in Melbourne. 

Plenary submitted three extension of time claims under the 
agreement. biosciences rejected those claims and Plenary delivered a 
notice of dispute in relation to those rejections. 

biosciences claimed that, under clause 26.16 of the agreement, it had 
referred the disputes in the notice of dispute for resolution by expert 
determination under the expert determination procedure in clause 
52 of the agreement. biosciences asserted that clause 26.16 gave it 
a unilateral right to refer disputes about extension of time claims to 
expert determination. 

Plenary claimed that, under clause 26.16, biosciences was not 
able to unilaterally elect to have those disputes resolved by expert 
determination. Plenary’s position was that all the disputes in the 
notice of dispute had been referred to arbitration under the exclusive 
regime for dispute resolution in clauses 50 to 53 of the agreement. 

The main issue before the court was whether clause 26.16 mandated 
the referral of disputes about extension of time claims to expert 
determination.

The relevant provisions of the agreement are set out below. 

26.16 Extension of time disputes

…any dispute about an extension of time claim…including a rejection of 
an extension by the Project Director…may be referred by either party for 
resolution by an Independent Expert in accordance with the Accelerated 
Dispute Resolution Procedures, and in making a determination, the 
Independent Expert must be instructed to have regard to the Change 
Compensation Principles and this Clause 26.

50. Dispute Resolution

50.1 Disputes

If any Dispute arises between the parties…then the Dispute will be resolved 
in accordance with Clauses 50 to 53. 

50.2 Notice of Dispute

If there is a Dispute, then a party may deliver to the other party a Notice of 
Dispute... 

51. Senior Negotiations

(a) …where a Notice of Dispute [has] been delivered under Clause 50.2, then 
the [parties] will meet and attempt in good faith to resolve the Dispute 
within 5 business Days of the delivery of the Notice of Dispute under 
Clause 50.2. 

(b) If the meeting required by paragraph (a) does not occur or having 
occurred fails to resolve the Dispute, then:

(i) ]Plenary]; and 

(ii) [biosciences],

39 [2012] VSC 249.
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will meet and attempt in good faith, within 10 business Days of delivery of 
the Notice of Dispute under Clause 50.2, to: 

(iii) resolve the Dispute; or 

(iv) agree that the Dispute be referred to either an Independent   
 Expert under Clause 52 or to arbitration under Clause 53. 

(c) If the meeting required by paragraph (b):

(i) does not occur; or

(ii) having occurred fails to resolve the Dispute or to agree on 
whether the Dispute should be referred to an Independent 
Expert or an arbitrator, within 30 days of the delivery of the 
Notice of Dispute, the Dispute shall be referred to arbitration 
under Clause 53…

52. Accelerated Dispute Resolution Procedures

(a) (Agreement):…

(i) if this Agreement expressly provides that a Dispute shall be referred 
for determination by an Independent Expert…then Clause 51 shall 
not apply…and the parties shall agree on an Independent Expert to 
determine the Dispute…

The dispute
Plenary’s position was as follows. Clauses 50 to 53 constitute an 
exclusive regime for dispute resolution where a Notice of Dispute 
had been delivered under clause 50.2 of the agreement. under that 
exclusive regime, all disputes must be resolved by arbitration, unless 
the parties agree to expert determination under clause 51(b)(iv) or 
unless the exception in clause 52(a)(i) applies. That exception applies 
only if the referring clause expressly provides that a dispute ‘shall be 
referred’ to expert determination which means that the referring 
clause must use mandatory language such as ‘shall’ or ‘must’. 

Plenary noted that clause 26.16 uses ‘may’, as opposed to ‘shall’ or 
‘must’, and on that basis argued that clause 26.16 does not enliven 
the exception in clause 52(a)(i). Plenary supported this argument by 
pointing to various other provisions which referred certain disputes 
to expert determination using mandatory language. These included 
a provision which stated that a ‘dispute will be referred for resolution 
by an Independent Expert’ and a provision that stated that certain 
disputes ‘must be referred for resolution by an Independent Expert’.

Plenary claimed that a party’s election under clause 26.16 was an 
indication of that party’s preference regarding dispute resolution 
which might or might not form the basis of an agreement under 
clause 51 to refer a dispute to expert determination. Plenary asserted 
that clause 26.16 simply identifies that disputes about extensions of 
time may be referred to expert determination if there is the necessary 
agreement between the parties to do so under clause 51(b)(iv). 

biosciences adopted a different position. biosciences argued that 
the word ‘may’ in clause 26.16 recognised that a party who wishes to 
dispute the project director’s decision about an extension of time claim 
has a right to refer that decision to expert determination. biosciences 
asserted that neither party can unilaterally deprive the other party 
of its entitlement to refer extension of time claim disputes to expert 
determination under clause 26.16 of the agreement.

biosciences argued that clause 52 is enlivened, to the exclusion of 
clause 51, where the agreement provides that a dispute is to be 
referred to expert determination. In this regard, biosciences stated 
that what was important was not whether the referring provision 
uses mandatory language such as ‘shall’, but rather that the referring 
provision makes a mandatory referral to expert determination. 

biosciences contended that the interpretation of Plenary would 
render clause 26.16 with no work to do because clause 51 already 
provides the parties with the ability to agree to refer disputes to 
expert determination. 
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The decision
Justice Croft found that clause 26.16 required that the disputes in the 
notice of dispute be resolved by expert determination. His Honour 
found that the word ‘may’ in clause 26.16 does not render the clause 
permissive but rather indicates that ‘a party has a choice whether 
or not it seeks to invoke those provisions; hence the use of the word 
“may”’. His Honour stated that ‘either party has a choice to take any 
dispute further and an additional choice whether to rely on the clause 
51 procedure, which may or may not lead to expert determination 
under clause 52, or to choose a “fast track” to [expert determination] 
by means of subclause 26.16.’ 

His Honour based his finding in part on his view that Plenary’s 
contractual interpretation resulted in ‘rendering subclause 26.16…
mere surplusage…in effect, simply crossing it out of the Agreement’. 
His Honour stated that, on Plenary’s contractual interpretation, the 
parties could reach agreement, under clause 51, to refer a dispute to 
expert determination, in the same way as could occur in the absence 
of clause 26.16 of the agreement. This, his Honour said, offended the 
basic rule of construction, which favours giving work and meaning to 
all provisions of a document.

Practical implications
This decision demonstrates that the courts will generally prefer an 
approach to contractual interpretation that gives efficacy to all the 
provisions of a contract, over an interpretation which causes some 
provisions to be inoperative. The decision also indicates that a clause 
may constitute a mandatory referral of a dispute for determination 
by a particular method of dispute resolution, in this case expert 
determination, even if the clause uses language such as ‘may’ as 
opposed to ‘shall’ or ‘must’. 

The decision is subject to appeal.
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New South Wales Government Inquiry into Construction Industry Insolvency

The New South Wales Government launched an inquiry into construction industry insolvency in that state, focusing particularly on 
safeguarding the interests of subcontractors. On 12 October 2012, Mr bruce Collins QC (Chairman of the Inquiry), released a Discussion and 
Issues Paper addressing the terms of reference.

The Inquiry has concluded that no single solution will be enough 
to protect subcontractors and suggests that the role of the owner/
principal must also be examined when considering options for 
protecting subcontractors. The Inquiry has already formed the view 
that subcontractors are not adequately protected. The Paper canvasses 
options for protecting subcontractors such as insurance schemes, 
the introduction of a licensing scheme for builders similar to that 
in Queensland, and trust arrangements and legislation stipulating 
maximum payment periods, as there is in Queensland, the Northern 
Territory and Western Australia.  

In Australia, builder licensing schemes have been implemented in 
a number of states and territories. In Queensland, minimum asset 
level and ratio requirements are imposed as a condition of licensing. 
The Paper draws particular attention to the Queensland model 
and suggests that this can help reduce contractor insolvencies. In 
addition, maximum payment periods have been implemented in WA, 
NT and Queensland to reduce the time that a subcontractor has to 
wait for payment, thereby reducing the risk of insolvency.

In addition to other options canvassed by the Paper that have not 
been implemented in Australia, the Paper considers, in some detail, 
the creation of trust arrangements and project bank accounts, which 
are outlined in more detail below.  

Statutory Construction Trust

Statutes in the uS and in Canada deem or automatically create trusts in 
favour of subcontractors in circumstances where the head contractor 
holds money for the benefit of a subcontractor. Of particular interest is 
the model adopted in Ontario, Canada, where three types of statutory 
construction trusts are established as a requirement for receiving 
payments. The option most favoured by the Inquiry is the ‘contractor’s 
and subcontractor’s trust’ under which all amounts:

•	 owing to a contractor or subcontractor (whether or not due or 
payable); and 

•	 received by a contractor or subcontractor on account of the 
contract or subcontract price of an improvement,

constitute a trust fund for the benefit of subcontractors and others 
who have supplied services or materials and are owed amounts by 
the contractor or subcontractor. under the legislation, the trust only 
arises between people who are already in a relationship of privity by 
means of contract.

The benefits identified by the Paper of introducing such a scheme 
are the protection against contractor insolvencies where a significant 
amount paid to the contractor is in respect of amounts due to 
subcontractors and an improvement in reliability and regularity of 
subcontractor payments. Input received by the Inquiry from the 
uS and Canada suggests that the trust system has not imposed an 
undue administrative or cost burden on principals, contractors or 
subcontractors.

The Paper rejects as unmeritorious the proposition that contractors 
require unrestricted use of progress payments during the payment 
cycle to avoid toppling over. Although no further criticisms are directly 
detailed in the Paper, it makes express reference to a number of other 
sources of criticism of statutory trusts.
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In addition, the Paper identifies the following issues for consideration 
if NSW were to implement a statutory construction trust scheme:

•	 the treatment of amounts that are in dispute and whether such 
amounts would be subject to the trust; and

•	 the treatment of ‘free capital’, being funds paid to a contractor 
under a head contract which are not yet due to a subcontractor and 
whether contractors should be allowed to invest such funds in the 
ways permitted under the Guidelines for Trustees created under 
the Trustee Regulation 2010 (NSW) and whether contractors should 
be allowed to retain the profits of such investment.

Project bank account 

The project bank account (the PBA) concept is similar to a statutory 
construction trust, except that the trust is established by a trust deed 
rather than statute. Currently, they are used by the uK Government in 
its public sector projects. As explained in the Paper, a PbA is a ring-
fenced bank account from which payments are made directly and 
simultaneously to a lead contractor and members of the supply chain. 
The account has a trust status with trustees nominated by the parties.  

While the uK Government is positive about the future of PbAs, the 
Paper also canvasses criticisms that include the added administrative 
burden on all parties involved (and the additional administration 
cost), as well as the effect on contractor cash flow. It would appear 
that these should apply equally to statutory trust arrangements.
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New Commercial Arbitration Acts, South Australia introduces security of payment legislation  
and the Civil Procedure Amendment Act 2012 (Vic)

New Commercial Arbitration Acts
The year 2012 saw continued implementation of the new Commercial 
Arbitration Acts in Australia. Since our last edition of Construction 
Year in Review, in: 

•	 Western Australia, the new legislation, which has been drafted 
based on the uNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial 
Arbitration and is substantially uniform with the Victorian and 
NSW legislation, has been passed and is awaiting proclamation;

•	 Queensland, the legislation was introduced into Parliament but the 
bill lapsed and is awaiting reintroduction; and

•	 the Australian Capital Territory, the legislation has still not been 
introduced into Parliament. 

South Australia introduces security of payment legislation
On 10 December 2011, the Building and Construction Industry 
Security of Payment Act 2009 (SA) came into force in South Australia. 
This South Australian Act is broadly similar to the NSW Building 
and Construction Industry Security of Payment Act 1999. With the 
introduction of the South Australian legislation, security of payment 
legislation is now in place in all Australian states and territories. 

The Civil Procedure Amendment Bill 2012 (Vic)
The Civil Procedure Amendment Act 2012 (Vic) received royal assent on 
30 October 2012 and will come into operation on 1 May 2013 or an 
earlier date to be proclaimed. The Act amends the Civil Procedure Act 
2010 (Vic) to reduce the cost and delay of civil litigation and thereby 
improve the effectiveness of the civil justice system. The reforms relate 
to expert evidence, certification requirements and costs.  

Expert evidence

The expert evidence reforms are aimed at improving the quality and 
integrity of expert evidence. The reforms include:

•	 a requirement that parties (except in the Magistrates’ Court) will 
generally have to seek directions from the court where they intend 
to introduce expert evidence;

•	 allowing courts to:

 � limit expert evidence to specific issues and limit the number  
of experts who can give evidence on a specific issue;

 �  direct experts to confer and prepare a joint report, which sets  
out the areas of agreement and disagreement to narrow the 
issues in dispute; and

 �  direct that experts give their evidence concurrently and be 
allowed to ask questions of one another.
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Further, to help avoid any potential or perceived compromise of an 
expert’s independence, the Act gives parties the power to apply to 
the court for an order that an expert witness disclose the basis of her 
or his retainer. 

Certification requirements

The Act also amends the requirements in relation to the existing 
overarching obligations certification and the proper basis certification 
to decrease administrative burden and increase flexibility. 

The amendments will allow a person who is in control of civil 
proceedings by virtue of statute or contract of insurance, the option 
to make the overarching obligations certification instead of the party 
named in the proceeding. This reflects the practical reality that the 
person named in the proceeding does not control the litigation. 

The Act also provides that parties to multiple civil proceedings will 
only need to sign the overarching obligations certification once within 
any two-year period. This will relieve parties from the administrative 
burden of repeatedly filing the overarching obligations certification, 
which increased costs and produced little benefit. 

The amendments also include a provision that will relieve legal 
practitioners from having to sign the proper basis certification in 
relation to documents and processes that the court considers to 
be strictly administrative or procedural in nature, for example, the 
process of registering a judgment. 

Costs

The costs reforms give the court discretionary powers to order that 
solicitors disclose to their clients their actual or estimates of pre-
trial costs and an estimate of costs their clients would have to pay if 
unsuccessful at trial. The court may use this power to ensure parties 
are better informed about costs before significant events, such as 
mediations, so that decisions about settlement are informed by a 
better understanding of the legal costs incurred and to be incurred  
by the parties. 
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New South Wales PPP Guidelines

The New South Wales Government issued new guidelines to govern the private public partnership procurement process. The new guidelines  
are intended to supplement the national PPP guidelines, which were based primarily on the previous NSW and Victorian guidelines.

The NSW Treasury’s newly released NSW Public Private Partnerships 
Guidelines (the guidelines) came into effect on 15 August 2012. The 
guidelines apply to all NSW Government agencies and state-owned 
corporations proposing to enter into a PPP. They are an update to the 
2006 Working with Government Guidelines for Privately Financed 
Projects (the 2006 guidelines).

The guidelines have been revised principally to take account of the 
national guidelines. Accordingly, the guidelines are silent on many of 
the prescriptive requirements, including the standard risk allocation, 
which are contained in the national guidelines. PPP participants 
should also note that the 2012 NSW Guide for Submission and 
Assessment of Unsolicited Proposals will apply to any unsolicited 
proposals or direct negotiations.

Key points

•	 A public private partnership (PPP) model must be considered for all 
NSW Government projects worth more than $100 million. 

•	 Participants bidding for PPP projects in NSW must consider both 
the NSW PPP guidelines and the 2008 National PPP Guidelines (the 
national guidelines) together. For unsolicited proposals and direct 
negotiations, the NSW Guide for Submission and Assessment of 
unsolicited Proposals also applies. 

•	 The NSW Department of Premier and Cabinet and Treasury 
continue to have a significant role to play in PPPs. In particular, the 
Treasurer must approve all PPP arrangements and Government 
guarantees under the Public Authorities (Financial Arrangements) 
Act 1987 (NSW) (the PAFA Act).

Summary of the guidelines

Commitment to PPPs

A positive outcome for the private sector under the guidelines is 
that a PPP model must be considered and assessed against value for 
money drivers for every NSW public infrastructure project that has a 
total estimated capital value of more than $100 million.

Government approvals and controls

Government approvals and controls can broadly be split into four 
categories: Cabinet (and, in the case of state-owned corporations,  
any shareholding Ministers), the procuring agency and the Treasury.

First, the Cabinet Infrastructure Committee and Cabinet Expenditure 
Review Committee (the ERC) must approve the investment and 
procurement decision for any PPP worth more than $100 million 
(and those elected as significant by the Premier) before the procuring 
agency approaches the market. ERC approval is also required for the 
evaluation of expressions of interest (if requested by Treasury), for the 
issue of the request for detailed proposals, before entering into direct 
negotiations, and before execution of the contract. Additionally, in the 
case of a state-owned corporation (SOC), the shareholding Ministers 
may be required to approve the SOC entering into the contract under 
the State Owned Corporations Act 1989 (NSW).

Further reviews by the ERC may be required throughout the PPP 
procurement process. Cabinet also needs to approve any significant 
changes to the PPP after contract signing if requested to do so by the 
Treasury. In the case of state-owned corporations, the approval of 
the shareholding ministers may be required at various steps in the 
procurement process.

Generally, the procuring agency will have overall responsibility for 
delivering a PPP and for ensuring the project will meet its service 
requirements.  Nevertheless, the Department of Premier and Cabinet 
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(the DPC) plays a significant role in many PPPs. In particular, for any 
multi-agency projects, the DPC is responsible for appointing a lead 
agency. Where there is no clear stakeholder or the relevant agency 
does not have the appropriate skills or experience, the DPC may 
request Infrastructure NSW to deliver the project. The Major Projects 
Coordination unit of DPC may also be involved. In any event, the 
procuring agency may consult the Auditor-General to discuss the 
proposed contract structure and accounting treatment.

The Treasury – and, in particular, the Infrastructure Financing unit of 
NSW Treasury (formerly the Office of Infrastructure Management) 
– is responsible for overseeing compliance with the guidelines. The 
Treasurer must approve all PPP arrangements under the PAFA Act. 
Any guarantee provided by the NSW Government should ordinarily be 
provided for by the Treasurer, by way of declaration under the PAFA Act. 

Public sector comparators

As under the 2006 guidelines, the quantitative method for 
determining whether a PPP bid is value for money is the public sector 
comparator (PSC). The PSC is an estimate of the net present value of 
a project’s whole-of-life costs and revenues using the most efficient 
and likely form of Government delivery. It is developed for each 
project, under the guidance of Treasury, before the call for expressions 
of interest is made.  

The framework under which a PSC is established for any given project 
remains largely unchanged. The guidelines must be read together 
with the national guidelines. In particular, the national guidelines 
outline the manner in which discount rates are determined.

For economic infrastructure projects, the PSC is calculated on 
the basis of using a SOC. The PSC will take into account tax and 
other regulatory costs that would be paid by the private sector, a 
commercial capital structure, and a government guarantee fee.

For social infrastructure projects, the PSC is calculated as the 
estimated net present value of a project’s cash flows based on 
traditional infrastructure procurement and whole-of-life operational 
and maintenance costs. The PSC will include the base costs of 
delivering the services and an estimate of the expected cost of risks 
that could potentially crystallise over the life of the project.

The NSW Government will consider providing a summary of the 
relevant PSC determination in the tender documents to assist bidders.

Debt refinancing

All debt refinancings, other than those contemplated at financial close, 
will require Cabinet consent and, unless included in the original base 
case financial model, approval by the Treasurer under the PAFA Act. 
unless the contract provides otherwise, refinancing gains are to be 
shared on a 50:50 basis where projected equity returns are being met.

Unsolicited proposals

The Director-General of the DPC remains the first port of call for any 
unsolicited proposals, which will be assessed having regard to issues 
including the unique benefits of the proposal and the proponent’s 
capability and capacity to deliver. Government will develop a PSC to 
assess the ‘value for money’ of the proposal and will consider whole-
of-Government impact and cost. A steering committee comprising 
the DPC, NSW Treasury, Infrastructure NSW and any relevant agencies 
will assess the proposal. There is a three-stage assessment process: 
first, the proponent must submit an initial submission that will be 
assessed by Government; second, the proponent and Government 
will meet and the proponent will prepare a detailed proposal; and, 
finally, the parties will enter into negotiations and the proponent will 
submit a binding offer.

Planning approval and other environmental consents

The Minister for Planning and Infrastructure will still provide consent 
for all State Significant Developments or Infrastructure (which will 
cover most PPPs) under Parts 4 and 5.1 of the Environmental Planning 
& Assessment Act 1979 (NSW).

Conclusion
The guidelines affirm the NSW Government’s support of the PPP 
model and the clear application of the national guidelines. The 
national guidelines were drafted based on best-practice PPP material 
in Australia, primarily from NSW and Victoria. Through this support 
of the national guidelines, we can expect to see further PPP projects 
develop in NSW in a manner consistent with the other Australian 
jurisdictions.
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